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Title word cross-reference

\[(1 + 1) \ [FT93, \ Tan92] \cdot (2 + 1) \ [BK96b] \cdot (\Delta \phi)^4 \ [PO93] \cdot \ 0 \ [HS95b] \cdot \ 1 \]

\[\text{[FLS95, Ken94, KE97, LPT96, NM99, Shi93a], } 1/(-j)^2 \ [Mar92b] \cdot 1/2 \]

\[\text{[GS93c, MKK97, Cho94, PBP97, Pok93a], } 1/D \ [Gar94, Gar96]. \ 1/f \]

\[\text{[KGM+93], } 1/r^2 \ [For93, FZ91]. \ 12 \ [Bat98, TLW91]. \ 16 \ [KS93c]. \ 2 \]

\[\text{[AC97c, BMO95, CMP95, Che92, Che93, Cho94, FLS95, HP91, HDS98, Iof94,}

Ser98, TF99]. \ 2/3 \ [dSCT91]. \ 3 \]

\[\text{[Bat98, BQ90a, CJK98, KM93, Ked93, MOT90, RB94, TLW91]. } 4 \]

\[\text{[CQ90, SS97c, SS94c], } 5 \times \ 5 \times \ [BS90b]. \ > \]

\[\text{[BLS91, CKS91, DW91, THK+91, ZKB91a]. } 4 \ [HS95b]. \ 3 \ [STA95]. \ 6 \]

\[\text{[STA95], } A_g \ [SO92a]. \ f-\sigma \ [SO92a]. \ p \ [PPQ90]. \ A+B \rightarrow 0 \]

\[\text{[Koz94, Koz96, KK93b]. } A+B \rightarrow B \ [ABP96]. \ A+B \rightarrow C \ [QO95]. \]

\[\text{[AZP97, Hay96]. } D \ [BB98, OP90, Sim96, UO91]. \ d = 1 \ [LS92]. \ d = 2 \ [SSV93]. \]

\[\beta > 8\pi \ [MK91]. \ \beta_c \ [OL97]. \ C^* \ [GMR99]. \ c = -5 \ [ABT99]. \ C^2 \]

\[\text{[AZP97, Hay96]. } D \ [BB98, OP90, Sim96, UO91]. \ d = 1 \ [LS92]. \ d = 2 \ [SSV93]. \]
$d \geq 3$ [AZ95]. \( \epsilon \) [PPW94]. \( F \) [Nag95]. \( G(r) \) [RST91]. \( g = 0 \) [RW91]. \( \Gamma = 2 \) [For90a, For92]. \( \Gamma = 4 \) [TF99]. \( \Gamma = 6 \) [TF99]. \( H \) [BCvB92, RRGT97]. \( J \) [BC92]. \( K \) [SS94c, Gu99]. \( k = 0 \) [BP94a]. \( L^1 \) [AC90b, Pol90c]. \( L^2 \) [SY90]. \( L_2 \) [Ers94]. \( N \) [BF97, RM97, CB95, FE98, Kho91b, Mar97, OSB97, PRW99, PS99b, TF92, TF93a, TF93b, dVOS98, dME90, dMM98]. \( N = 1 \) [BMO96]. \( N \to \infty \) [CCRM95]. \( O(2) \) [Aiz94]. \( O(N) \) [BKJZ93, CMP97, PRW99, SZ99, Bat98]. \( \Omega \) [CT93]. \( p \) [DF97, Moo97, TF92, TF93b]. \( \phi^4 \) [JS95, RW96b, Wie98a]. \( \Phi^4 \) [Wie97]. \( \pm J \) [Ben91, Ben92a, Gro95, JR94, Maz98, SDJ+96, UO91]. \( Q \) [BVZ93, BJS99, Bis98, BSZ94, BJS98, CJK98, DLM+90, Gay92, KLMR90, LMR93]. \( R^1 \) [Sza93]. \( R^2 \) [AZP97]. \( R^d \) [BP94a]. \( S \) [dOoS98]. \( S_1 \) [BP94a]. \( S_2 \) [Wei95]. \( \varphi^4 \) [JS95, RW96b, Wie98a]. \( \Phi^4 \) [Wie97]. \( \xi \) [Wie99]. \( \xi^2 \) [Wei95]. SM(2, 4v) [BMO96]. SO(3) [GLR98]. 


0 [BLS91, CK91, DW91, ZKB91a].


3 [McK95, Sch95a]. 3rd [Ano90j].

420 [Sre98]. 45th [Ano90a, Ano91q, Ano92q, Ano93o, Ano97g]. 4th [Ano91q].

5th [Ano93n].

62nd [Leb90]. 63rd [Ano90m]. 64th [Ano91o]. 65th [Leb91]. 66th [Leb92b].
67th [Leb92a]. 68th [Leb93a]. 69th [Leb93b]. 6th [Ano93o].

70th [Leb94b]. 71st [Leb94c]. 72nd [Leb95b]. 73rd [Leb95c]. 74th [Leb96].


80th [Ano99-28]. 81st [Ano99-29]. 86 [Ano01].

= [BB98].


Amplitude [Col98, Cra94, MS90a, LMS95]. amplitudes [Gon94]. analogy [BKL97a]. Analyses [Kaw98, Shi90b]. Analysis [AQ98, CBK99, DIK98, Häg98, Jar99, KK91b, MLM93, PPO99, Sbz98, SW99b, VB98, AGL91, BMA93, BPH+94a, BM92, BPH94b, BC96, Bov90, BP91a, BMP92, CCC+90, CR94, Den92, DH92, FS93, GP91, HZLD97, Hol94, Hua97, Klo95, LP96a, LP96b, LPT96, LPT97, tLZ96, Mar92d, MNO97, Mol95, Nay93, NR90, Paj97, PW97, TS94, Tlw91, Wan96b, ZM93]. Analytic [HZLD97, KP91a, Lue97, SER99, DF93, Pen95c, DN97]. Analytical [CLHS91, EJ93b, GY98, Jus98, ST99, HDD95, BVP92, ED96, MK93, BSTV94a, ES98, FT90c, KPWH95]. Analyticity [AK92, MO96a, Ue99, Co97, Con96, Fdl92a, dL92]. anchored [zzMZ96]. Anchoring [ZM93]. Anderson [AK92, Bov90, EK96, Gra94, MP99, MD94, NS95, Spe91]. Andrews [War96a, War96b]. angle [CDD94]. angles [CDM93]. angular [KK94, Mar94b]. Anharmonic [FM99, HS95a, KLR94, VZ92, VZ95]. animal [ON96]. animals [HS90a, Mad95, Mer90, ML92, SF91]. Anisotropic [Fuj92, HW97b, Lü95, MA98, NOZ99, ST95, SZ99, Wan96b, BWK91, Fuj90b, GBN92, Hen94, KS97b, Kaw96, PS99a, PS97c, PCCG95, RSL90, TC94]. Anisotropy [CH99, Fuj90a, Fuj91, FSB91, Kho91b, MS94, Pri93]. Annealed [TF92, MKP91]. Annealing [ST97, Fri90]. Annihilating [CT98a, ETW98, Bel93a, Bel95, BL91a]. annihilation [BF95, FA91, LSK91, Pri93, PCCG95, RL91, Ric97, As99]. ANNNI [KS93a, STAJ95]. Announcement [Ano90a, Ano92r]. Annual [Ano90o, Ano91q, Ano93o]. Annular [Kin99]. Anomalies [Mol98, Spe91]. Anomalous [GS92, Sid99, WR95, bADB90, dSL90, AE93, Dah96, FTGW96, GS91b, KK91c, Zha92]. anomaly [HS91, HS92b, PVZ94, Sta97b]. ansatz [BO90, LF90b, MF91, Sch93c, Yam96]. antibody [SP91]. antidissipative [Wol92]. Antiferroelectric [Al98]. Antiferromagnet [SS98]. Antiferromagnetic [FS99, GH94, Ker93, KY93a, PS94a, PBP97, SS97a]. antiferromagnets [Mon94, PSP94]. Aperiodic [BB98, BGP95a, Ho93, Ho95, Luc93]. Apollonian [MV91]. apparatus [GS90a, SH91]. appearing [AFNB97]. Application [BPH+94a, Ger99, HW97d, JS95, JL98, LfWv98, OR95a, PR93, RVW96, YS97, BG94, BJO97, Bha90, ELDM99, KG95, LS92, MS91, Sto93, Tōt90, ZP93]. Applications [Ano94a, Ano97f, BWW99, Jaf91, LK98, Opp98c, Pod98a, RM97, AGL91, Bob97, Don95, Gal97, Git92b, Opp97, SS96b, Ste95a, WT93]. Applied [ZF98, BAK94, KK92]. Approach [Col98, Jus98, PS99b, PS99a, SEW98, Tay99, BT91, BKL97a, BG93b, BCK97, CLD94, DN94a, DK96, DP92, Ebe96, FTGW96, Fog92, FF95, Guy91, HWvB97, Hon96, Jus92, KK94a, KG90, Kot95, LPT97, LB96, MOS90b, MD97, NBM90, OS91, Pal90, Pat93, PAB+93, Ph90, Pol91b, RSGRP97, RR97a, SR95, SK90, Sch92, Shi90a, Sip96, TQGO95, TST91, TDSR95, TK97, UO91, WKWS95, Wol92, YS97, dSCT91, dMPS95].

Approaches [SACB98], approaching [Ray94]. Approximate [CJB99, Dah96]. Approximating [KRS96]. Approximation [KRT99, PRW99, SB97b, Wag95, AT90, BDG97, BCS93, BR91, BB95b, BHP96, BP93b, CDM90, HS92b, HS97, HM92b, IW93, KRT97, KvL92, LIF92, MO94, NS95, SB97a, VBF97, vVBE93, vWL95]. Approximations [CGT99, VB98, EJ93b, LS97, MS90a, WCT91]. Arithmetical [Nas91, vE96]. Archimedes [Leb97e]. Area [JW98, BCCF92, CC91b, CPP97, EG90]. Area-preserving [BCCF92, CC91b]. Argument [AKR98, LM98, PSP94]. arising [Ser96]. Art [Pod98b]. Artuso [Pol91b]. Aspects [Dou95, CFJ91, KWG96, IVY92, Par91, RRGT97, ZKB91b, ZKB91a]. assessment [NGB95]. associated [CCRM95, CMVG95, Ole90, Pey91, SY90, WPK95, ZXYZ94, dIL97]. associating [KR92, VDH97]. associative [HWvB97, OS91]. associative [KL97, Shu93]. Asymmetric [Abb98, AKK99, BFSV91, DGLS98, EFGM95, RS99, SER99, SK99, Spe93, ACJL92, APC91, BKL97b, DDM92, DJLS93, DEM95, DLS97, FFK94, For90b, FG94, HL97a, JL94, JW93, KO93, Nol92, Oze93, RS91b, Sch94b, Sch93c, Sch97a, Sch97b, Swe97]. Asymmetry [ALLZ96, WMS90]. Asymptotic [AE99, Bel93a, Bel95, BL91a, BOV98b, Cdc94, CDM93, Ers92, Gar98, Gol99, Joy90, Kot95, LR96, Mer99, Ole90, Shi93a, SCM96, Su92, Tab96, TV90, BBOC91, Don95, DN94b, Fuj90b, GKL95, MLL90, MO96b, Pen95e, FM91, Sin91, BO99b]. Asymptotically [HW97b]. Asymptotics [CM98, KPS98, MZ96, Gou97, IM96]. Atomic [FG99, Git98, LMM92, SGP90]. Atoms [WC98, LP90a]. attached [KP94a]. attack [ML92]. attraction [DKKP96, SLA91]. Attractive [BI99, BEO98, Vuj99, APC91, BFSV91, Mar97]. attractor [HC92]. attractor-basin [HC92]. attractors [CV96, Cut91a, Cut91b, Por90]. auditory [TKG93]. auditory-nerve [TKG93]. Aurell [Pol91b]. Australian [Ano91a, Ano92b, Ano93a]. Author [Ano98a, Ano99a]. Autocorrelation [ZP99, BV95, MM97b]. Autocorrelations [JS95]. Autocovariances [CLL98]. autoimmune [CS90b]. Automata [AAH98, Ano92a, Ano99k, MM98, Moc97, ABF95, Ahm96, BKM93, BS95, BMM92, BG93b, BEK91, BK90, BT92, BT94, BED95, CDM91, CMMC92, CD91a, CFJ91, CW95, DB90a, Elo94, ED90b, ED92a, EB95a, Fri94, Kh96, Koh91a, Koh92b, Koh91c, KC91a, KS90, LMS90, Li92, Mey96, Niw97, PS90, Pom93a, RW96a, Rus94, Sch90a, Ste95a, SRC93, TB92, Voo92, WC95, vBE93, ED90a, Rap98]. automata-based [KH96]. automatic [DP91]. Automaton [ERS99, AEGL92, DEP92, EN92a, HC92, HP91, Kar95, KA94, Nas91, Num94, RK93, ZP94, dSM92, vRE93]. Automorphisms [Che92, Che93]. Auxiliary [Fuj98]. Avalanche [BP96, HW97a, Man90]. avalanches
Avoiding [Ano99h, BBG98, Noo98, RRT98, BF96, Bar90, BKV93, CPS90, CPS91, CPS92, GB90, HSS93, HSS95, HA97, Ken94, LM91, LS90a, LMS95, MOS90a, NDF92, O'B90, Pen94a, RR93, RB90, SA94, SA95, SSV93, TvROW96, Tšt94, Wn95, vR97a]. Axial [Sta98]. Axiom [Hay93, Liu98, Wei99, Por90, Sim94a, Sim94b]. Axial [Sta98]. Axiom [Hay93, Liu98, Wei99, Por90, Sim94a, Sim94b]. Axial [Sta98]. Axiom [Hay93, Liu98, Wei99, Por90, Sim94a, Sim94b].
Bilinear [ZK93]. Billiard
[Gar97, GM97a, KMKdC96, OdAdA96, Sze96, Tab96]. Billiards
[Ano96k, Che99b, GG94a, Gut96, HS98, Ami96, ACG96, BDG97, BK96a, 
Che97b, Dag96, Hay96, Ish96, SS94c, SHW92, TY96]. Bimolecular
[LSKB91, KK93b]. Binary [CHM99, CFP91, Häg98, JV99, KK94a, BJO97, 
CNC94, Con91b, FT94a, GRZ90, KGM92, KK91c, Kra94, MGS94, Num94].
Binding [DF99, BB95b, BHP96, MO94]. Binomial [BGL99]. Biological
[AEA97, Raa98, Tat98, CA93, Jan94, Pen95a]. biologically [Gro95].
biomembranes [Nag95]. Bipartite [GR98]. Bipolaronic
[GMR98, GMR99, AAR92, BM96a]. Bird [Wag92]. birth [GKRT94].
Bistability [ZK98]. Bistable [IdRB98, dRIB99, Fer96, FR97, GDJH93]. Bit
[Raa98, Pen95a]. Bit-String [Raa98, Pen95a]. blend [FT94a]. Block
[Bak98, FM91, GMH98, BM95, NHT92, O’C93a, OL97, RK93, vE96].
Blow-up [Naw98]. Blume [FB94, CO96a, dOdSB95]. Blumel [Git98].
Body [FE98, Leg98, PS99b, RS97a, BMS91, Buo90, CBR95, For93, For94, 
GSH90, Gri94, GKT93, KT94, LP91, Mar97, MSZ90, VB90b]. Bogoliubov
[Sac98]. Bohmian [DGZ92a]. Boltzmann [ADG96, AL95b, APT94, AC90b, 
ACI91, AM94d, BB91, BP94a, BF91, BBM96, Bob95, Bob97, BC99c, BED95, 
CC92, CC94a, Cer90, Cer96, CWSD92, CQ90, CP93, Cor95, CM92, Dal97, 
DE96, DEJ92, ELM95, EML98, GTW95, Gal95, GA97, GS91a, Gd96, 
Gou97, HZLD97, HL97b, HR92a, HT90b, IW93, IS96, Lu99, Luo97, MGA95, 
MGA97, Mor92a, NS92, NGB95, PS98, Pal90, Pet90, Pet93, RRGT97, 
RBF93, SS92b, SD95, Shi90, Shi95, Sta92, SAB95, TV99, Wag92, Wag95, 
Wh95, Wen97, Wen99, WC95, Zie93, ZHD95, ZHCD95, vVBE93, vSE99].
bond [BS90c, CR94, DU90, DB90b, KIK97, MK91, Sch92, Tót94, 
YHK96, YS97]. bond-diluted [DB90b]. bond-moving [YS97]. bonded
[BL93]. bonding [VD97]. bonds [CK95, GS95]. bone [Fra94]. Book
[Ad93a, Ad93b, AW90a, AEWF91, Ano95a, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99m, 
Ano99g, Ano99i, Ano99h, Ano99f, Ano99b, Ano99j, Ano99e, Ano99k, 
BS97, Ben92b, Ben93, Ber90a, Ber90b, Bry98, Dom92, Dom97, Dor93, 
Eng91, Fam92, GM92, Gan91, Git90b, Git91b, Git91c, Git92b, Git92c, 
Git92a, Git92d, GS93b, Git93a, Git93b, Git98, Leb92a, Mas92, Muk91, Nos90, 
Nos93, OG91, Opp91, Opp98a, Opp98b, Opp98c, Pod98b, Pod98a, Rap92b, 
Rap98, Ros93, Sac98, Shl90, Shl91, Spo92, Sre98, Wei91a, Wei91b, Wei93a, 
Wei93b, Wes91, Wi92, vED91, vDV93]. Books [Ano99m]. Bootstrap
[GM97b, Bra93, KS93b, Sch90a, vE90, vE91]. border
[BJ90]. borderline [KB97b]. Borisovna [Hei94]. Bose
[AB92, GO95, Koj97, MV99, Pen91a, Sch90b, Sto97a, Tót90, Tót91]. boson
[HS94b, PY94, Sch94c, vBD92, MV99, OPS93]. bosons [Mar97, SS99].
bottles [Cla91a]. Bound [Gol99, MKK97, Bel93a, dAB91b, Con90, Con96, 
FMP92, G93, Iof94, Mad95, Red94, Tót91, Wei97a]. boundaries
[BCCF92, DDM92, DEM95, JT96, zzM296]. Boundary [CL98, DH99, 
DHS98a, DP97, GS98, Hei98, IS96, IdRB98, Koj97, NOV99, Pat98, SSV93,


Zie93, ABHP90, AM94d, Bax93a, BPO96, BKJZ93, Cer96, CL97, FLS95, For90a, For91, Fuj96, Gd96, GH94, Hay96, HZLD97, HT90b, Klo95, LP90b, MF91, NG94, Pat94, Pet90, RS92c, Smi94, SRC93, UO91, WT92, WT93].

Bounded [GSM98, Too94b, LhBBS97, LO97]. Bounds [GSM98, MS96b, Too98, Reb98, BG92, BFB94, BG90b, CC92, ED92b, HSS93, HSS95, Joy96, KK91a, Kie92, Mar97, Mon94, PPS95]. Boussinesq [EML98]. bowed [KF90]. Bowen [Sim94a]. braided [DN97]. Brain [MS93c, CV96]. branch [DDJ+95]. branch-and-cut [DDJ+95]. Branched [GC90, Vuj99, HHD96, HS92a]. Branching [CT98a, Mac97, SK98, dHMP99, GPSS93, KM93, MM93, Par93, Sch93a, SO92a, SO92b, Wu95]. break [dME90]. break-collapse [dME90]. Breakdown [Ano99l, MS97]. Breaking [AHR99, ByEN99, EFGM95, KT94, LP91, MW94, MG92]. Bridge [FMPP99, MD97]. Bringing [Joh90]. Brittle [BRT98]. broken [Koh90, SL95, Yam96, Zim93, Zim94]. Brownian [AFNB97, Ber94a, BPH94b, BHP97, BP97, Bre91, BL99, Che91, CF97, CDM93, CO96b, DJ93, Dow91b, FMS97, Ger90, Got90, IMS92, KK92, Lan95, Mc95, Mol95, Mol98, Pet99, Rei93, SS94a, SS94b, Sch95a, SL93a, Str97, Wi91, dMBD91]. Bruria [Kau95]. bubbles [Rot93]. Bulk [SY95, OB91a, Zha96b]. Burgers [AFN97, Ber98, BB92b, Der97, JW97, LOP96b, LOP96a, Mol97, Sin91, WX97]. Búttiker [BL90, SH89].

Cars [IS99]. Cascades [MKK90, BBF94, KP91b, SS95]. Case
[FZ99, Che94, HS94a, Kho95, OPdR95b, OS95, OS96a, SMD92]. cases
[YT90]. Casimir [Pod98a, Sha95]. catalysis [BAK91]. catalytic
gases [LS90c, MS92]. cavities [LlBBS97]. Cavity [PM99, HS95c]. Cayley
[BM97, FNW92, dABMR90, dABR91, vdBDP92]. CECAM [Ano94a]. Cell
[JVI98, TNN99, CWP97, HA97, KS93b, KK94b, Muc96, SP91]. Cellular
[AAH98, Ano99k, BG93b, CD91a, ERS99, Kar95, MM98, Moo97, RAP98,
ABF+95, Ahm96, AEG92, BKM93, BSG95, BMM92, BEK91, BKW90,
BT92, BT94, CFJ91, CW95, DEP92, DB90a, EN92a, Elo94, ED90a, ED99b,
ED92a, Fri94, HC92, HP91, KH96, Koh91a, Koh92b, Koh91c, KC91a, KS90,
KA94, LMS90, Li92, Mey96, Nas91, Niw97, Num94, PS90, Pom93a, RW96a,
RK93, Rus94, Sch90a, Ste95a, SRC93, TB92, Voo92, WC95, ZP94].
cellular-automaton [Nas91]. center [ACP+92]. centers [Ste90]. central
[BFG93, vdH98]. Certain [CK98, MZMQ90]. Ces`aro [MM98]. Chain
[MKK97, M¨ul99, WBG98, AC90a, AC+92, BKV93, CdOW95, CB90, CR94,
CZ93b, FZ91, GS93c, Guy91, HH90, Ino90, KM93, Ked93, Kna93, LLM95,
Lue93, OMM93, RS91b, dSL90]. Chains
[BG97a, BEO98, KS97c, LW98a, ACM95, BP94b, BS91a, DN97, GB94, HT90a,
HS95a, KLR94, KM96, MF91, OS95, OS96a, RCB90, Sch93a, Sco93, zzMZ96]. Challenges
[SAB95]. chance [Sas95b]. changing [PPQ90]. Channel
[LY97, Lie93, PAB+93, WK97]. channels [DI93]. Chaos
[Adl93a, Cop98, Erc97, Git92a, NS99, RBGW92, AS91b, Ano92p, BRR96, BM92h, BSVZ94,
BSV94, DN94a, DEJ95, DGZ92a, Ers92, Git91c, Git92c, Git92d, Git93b,
GW91, Ha97, KB97b, LR92, OT92, Paj95, Sas95a, Sze96, Git98].
Chaotic [AAR92, BBF94, DI93, DO97, Gal96, Gal97, Git90b, ILD93, Jez96,
KOJ98, Le99, LAT95, Mas92, NHT92, NV98, ZR91, AZP97, ANS93, BNN95,
BNN97, BBL96, Bly94, CV96, CLS90, EIK92, Gas92, GB91, Man93,
NN93, Shi90a, Shi92, SHW92, Zha96a, Git91b]. Chapman
[CS91c, TKG93]. Characterization
[LY97, Tat98, KY93b, LPT96, PY94]. characters
[DKMM94]. charge [FRHP95, JLM93, KK93b, Lut95, Rus93, WB92].
Charged [BE99, Dal97]. check [EKLR94]. Chemical
[RS92b, ZK98, BB97, OS91, OO91, PNT93, Wei91b]. chemistry
[Joh90, Opp97, Wei93b, Ano95b]. Chemists [Opp98a]. Chernov
[DP97]. chessboard [Ord92]. Chiral
[Bax93a, Bax98, BS90a, AYP95, Bax91, Bax93b, Bax96, Dav91, Hon96, MO96a, Multi93, OB96, WPG96, WP95].
Chromosome
[DS92]. Chronotopic
[LPT96, LPT97]. Circle
[CM98, FT90b, FT90c]. Clarendon
[Pod98a]. Clarkson [Ano90]. Class
[AG99, Hags98, MD98, BKK+92, BAP93, Dau90, DS92, FIS96, Gra95, HW90,
Hay96, Mon91b, PS97a, PS91b, ST93, Xu95, dSCT91, vdD97]. classes
[ORG91]. Classical
[Ano96k, AC99, BB91, BF91, BHS99, BO99a, BO99b, DC94, HLW99, JM92, Jan95, Kar99, LW93, LV92, Mie98, Mie99, No95,
Per95a, dVOS98, AC97c, APT94, BK96a, BCF97, BJL+91, BQ90b, CW96,
CS91b, CCG90, DFF96, DP92, DGZ92a, FK97, FJT96, GB92, Gar94, Gar96,
Completeness [Moo97, CS92]. complex [AGL91, BCF97, CDM91, CD90, Edw91, GL93, dOP93].
complexified [Lüt95]. Complexity [Ano99m, Cop98, LMN98, MN99, Fog92, Mac93, MG94, MG96, MM97a, Shi93b, vROS+96]. complicated [HG92].
Constitutive [KW93]. Constrained [BCP96, SS96b, CO97, EJ93b, SSP95, dLPP90]. constraints [Edi93, MS91].
Constructions [Bon99, KM93, KOT98, Wie98a, DK93, RGdG97].

Contact [BW98a, Bm94, CDD94, GW99, Sal99, Sch98, JK93, KK91a, NDF92, Sch94b, Sch96a, Sim96, Swe97, Wu97b]. Contacts [BBG98, BF96]. containing [HS90b]. Contemporary [Opp95]. continuation [MK93, Pen95c].


Convergence [ACC98, Aur90, AE99, Bal92a, BCO99, Kei98, LS92, MP98a, PS98, Ph91, Pok93b, RS97a, AC90b, BKM93, CC92, CS91b, LOP96b, LOP96a, MOS91a, Pet93, Wag92], convergent [MOR97]. Conversion [Sni95, Dua90]. convex [BOP94, Din96, Hay96, HS94a, Sto97b]. Convexity [LS91b, MMSR92]. Convolutions [Por98, LP94, LP96a, LP96b].

Cooperative [PS93c, BE94, EN92b, Pol90b, Pol91a, Rap90]. Coordinates [MV99]. copolymer [TKD97]. Core [BHW99, AB92, ABP96, Sch95b, Töt91, YS93]. cores [BB94]. Coriolis [NAC91, WHS+91]. Corner [AL95a, Bax91, Bax93b, KLT97]. correct [MGA97], corrected [Sni95]. Correction [McK99, DPS90, SA91].

Corrections [CMP95, DR91, SS97c, BD93, For91, GD93, LF90]. Correlated [JS99, TC93, AK91, BC92, BE92, CM95, DD91, Hav90, KS97a, Koz94, MW90, PS92a, SSV93, TC91, WK97, YHHK96]. Correlation
[CLV97, CGTM99, HS95c, Koj97, MS98b, PPO99, PIM94, PG99, PG00, Sac98, SO91, Sim98, TW98, BKL97a, BT90b, BR91, CBR95, DH92, ED90a, ED90b, FN95, Fuj90a, Fuj91, GG94a, GH97, HS94a, Hon96, Jez96, Kie92, KNV93, Li90, LBK96, MM90b, MC92a, MW95, MC92b, O’C93b, OTT92, PO93, PS91c, RST91, Sen92, Ser96, Sut92, YHK96, ZPK97, vVBE93, CBR95, CLV98].  

Correlations [AC92, AF95a, AC97c, AP99, BD97, Che99b, FP98, FN97, GSM98, GLR98, NM99, SZ98, dVO98, Aiz94, BK91, BE94, BO91b, Con91b, DB91, EB95a, For93, JMM87, Jan95, JLM95, JM96, KB97a, KM96, Kra96, LO97, Liv95, MR94a, Mac90, Mi91b, MZ96, PHS+97, RW90, SP95a, SBH92, TF93a, vB90a].

Couette [CC94b, GC92, NAC91, WHS+91].

Coulomb [Mar90a, AC92, AC97c, APT94, AC99, BR92, BM94, dAB91b, BK94b, BM99, Cho97, DHS98a, FJL95, FLL95, FM91, For91, FJM92, FJT96, JM92, JLM93, JMP94, Jan95, JTM96, Kie90, Kie92, MKP90, MK91, Mun92, PN97, Vie94, Vie95].  

Coulomb-type [Kie92].

Coulombic [Fis94, WKWS95].

Coulombland [AC97b].

Counter [Mon04].

Counterexample [Mon04].

Coupling [BG97b, Wie97, MPdlR93, RW96b, Ste97].

Couplings [BOV98b, AE91, BG93d, HT90a, WA90].

Courbage [SAT94].

Coverage [BC96].

Covered [MRS94].

Coverings [KRS96, KP91b].

Critical [Too94b, VZ94, YIK95, MOS91b].

Criticality [GS98, Ste95b, CO97, DR91, Eis94, GS94, GK91, KM96, MKK90, Rap92a, SY95, WKS95, Zha96b].

Crompling [vR97a].

Crystal [FM99, CFZ94, Fuj92, Gar91, GW90, GW94a, GW95, Jaf91, JR91b, KL91, MS95a, NMC+91, SL95, VZ92, VZ95, vEM92].

Crystalline [SL93b, Taj99, For94, HS95b].

Crystalline-amorphous [SL93b].

Crystallization [RW90, SP95b, Süt96, YEP95].

Crystals
[DC98, MSS98b, Fra94, KP94a, MMSR92, Nob95, Sza97]. CSM [Cho97].
CTM [War96a]. CTRW [HW90]. Cubic
[PRW99, Dia94, FMOU90, RS91a, WHF92, dME90]. Cubic-Invariant
[PRW99]. Culture [Pd902]. cumulants [LS91a]. Curie
[BG93d, GZ98, MP98a, VZ94, dMP91, dMPZ92]. Curious [BA93]. Current
[DB90b, DBB92, 99, CGK94]. Currents [Mar93a]. Curvature
[JT98, DOPT93, FL94]. Curved [HW90]. Curves
[CC91b, HKS96]. cut [CP92, DDJ95]. Cvitanovic [Pol91b]. CVM [TFD90]. cycle [MS90a].
cycles [DJKP96, Ste90, TB92, Voo92]. cyclic
[CP92, DDJ95]. Cyril [Wid98].
Ger93a, RK96, Cer96, Com91a, ELS96, PSZ93, Wan96b, YRHM92, vB91. **Diffusivities** [BEK91]. **Diffusivity** [KG99, SY95]. **Dilute** [AF99, PSEP94, SSLI97, SJ99, VHR98, BG92, BG93c, CdHM91, GD93, HH93, KS93b, MGS94, Mat94, NFID92, WPSN94]. **Diluted** [BJ99, HY98, BM97, BSV94, DB90b, FN95, KRT97, WHF92]. **Dilute-field** [FN95]. **Dimension** [CL98, DA99, Ki98, MS98b, RRT98, Sim94a, Sim94b, Sim98, Tan98, AM+90, Ab95, ABP96, Bja90, CW96, CFP91, CLV97, CLS90, CN90, DLS97, Fa91, FJT96, GD93, GH97, HS90a, JW97, KNN93, Koh92a, Kr92, LP94, Mi91a, Mui94, Pen93, PIM94, Por90, PN96, PN97, Pri92, REK91, RW90, Ser96, SMD92, VB90b, We92, ZPK97, Ano99g]. **Dimensional** [Ana99j, AHR98, AS99, BC98a, BAZ98, BF99, BBG98, BCCP98, BCS99, BCL+99, BMPZ98, BP98, CS99, CP99, CL98, DHS98a, DC98, FP99, GD92, HK99, JH98, BM97, BSVZ94, DB90b, FN95, KRT97, WHF92]. **Dimensional** [FN95]. **Dimensionality** [SS94b]. **Dimensions** [BC99a, HY98, LF9W98, LD98, SL91, dVOS98, ANHKV93, AZ95, BB92a, BP94b, Bha90, CWS92, CGS95, Cho94, CF97, Cut91a, Cut91b, Dro96, GHP96, GW94a, GW95, GC90, GH94, HH96, HS92a, HS92c, JR94, JPM94, JT97, KP91a, Kra96, Nas91, NY95, OP95, Pen93, PW94, PTN93, Ras93, SO91, Sta94a, TVROW96, VBF97, VW93, Wee91, YZ92, LP96b, SL97a].
dimer [Alb92, BAK91, Hen97, Jer90, KRS96, Nag95, RHA97]. dimer-dimer [Alb92]. dimer-trimer [BAK91]. dimers [MBD97]. Dipolar [BGW98, Jag91, Jur95, WWW95]. dipole [AF95b, DH92, HTPH93, PO93, PPNM97, VR97b]. Dirac [BK91, Kho91a].

[Hei98, NFL99, BK95a, FdlL92a, dIL92]. Domany [ZP94]. Domb [Wid98, Bar90]. dominant [MS91]. dominated [LS91]. Döring [Pen97, Vel98]. d’Ottawa [Ano92q]. double [Ha97, HS90b, Pae90, HS92b]. Double-cluster [HS92b]. doubling [dSVG90]. doubly [For90a]. Down [dRIB99, GSCK90]. drag [DB90a]. drift [CV93b, FMS97]. Driven [ADE98, BJ99, DP97, EPRB99, EL996, Gar98, tL90, SZ98, SSZ99, dISG99, AM95, ANV94, ALLZ96, BZ95, BJL91, C197, DN94b, Ger90, GW93b, GW94c, GDJH93, Kl91, MG92, HH94, NV93, NBM90, OPdIR95a, OPdIR95b, PPS93, QO95, RM93, VZL97, Wan96b, WG93, YRHM92, YMMH93, vB91]. drop [MHL92]. Droplet [KO93, CSS95, HT91, PN94, WT92, WT93]. droplets [AKB94, KO94, MOS91b, MKZ92, Nev95, Sta94a, WF91]. Drug [Sch99]. Drug-Resistant [Sch99]. Drunken [BGL99]. dual [Tab96]. Duality [AT90, Jos98, LK98, Sch97a, BMO96, GS93c, Lü95]. due [BO91b, Pr93]. Duffing [WB94a, WB94b]. Duhem [Jar99]. during [ALLZ96]. Dynamic [CPS91, JL98, KE97, SS96a, SS97b, dHNR94, BGL91, Hio90, MS93b, MHL94, Pen91b, Red94, bABD90]. Dynamical [ABPS90a, ABPS91b, BV98, CJK98, CFI98, CFJ91, DR93, DE95, Fe98, GC95, Ger99, Jia99, Kar99, Kaw98, Koh92a, Mar92d, Shi90, Sre98, ABPS90b, Aur90, Bal91, BCK97, Cla91a, DKKP96, EKL94, EIK92, FG96, FdH94, GMTB96, Git91c, HMM90, IM96, JU95, Jus92, KP94b, Mar95, Mar94c, MRC95, PCSR97, RB94, RS92b, Shi90a, Wei92, Wes91, dLPP90]. Dyanmically [VZL97]. Dynamics [Ano97f, Ano99b, AMF98, BM92a, BES98, BE98, BBW98, BO99a, BJS98, BJS99, CCM99, DHH99, ESB98, Edw91, Fer98, FL99, GMR99, GGD91, HDS98, KF93, KD98, LSS98, LZ98, ML91b, Moo97, Mur94, Pat96, Pet99, Pod98b, PN96, PN97, Rue99, TH96, VZ95, Yos98, dRIB99, ACD90, BNN95, BNN97, Bax94, BHP94, BHP97, BWK91, BBL96, BBB94b, BVZ93, BDS97, BT93b, But93, CWS92, CA93, CDG95, CDF97, Com91a, DHP96, Elo94, FR96, FRH95, GHS96, Gas92, GMTB95, Gia91, GL97, Git90b, Git91b, Git92c, Git92a, Git94, Goh92, GUV91, HGV92, HH93, Hen93, HP97, Ish96, ILF90, Jag91, Kl95, K093, LAT95, LV93, Lie93, LLH92, Mac90, MHD90, Mar92c, MP96, MOS91a, MOS91b, MY94, MND92, MR96, MWA95, MGJ92]. dynamics [MM94, NNM93, NLT93, OTH92, ORG91, Pa95, Par91, PZ91, Pe95, PTT93, PN94, PPD94, RT90, RM93, RR90, RS92a, Rob91, RRT97, RZ93, Ros93, SP95b, SS94a, SS94b, Sch95a, SBP93, Se97, Shi90b, Shu93, SR93, Spo93, Spo96, Str97, SZ95, Tab96, TBK90a, TBK90b, Wil91, YRHM92, YMMH93, bABD90, dSL90]. dynamo [IM96]. Dyson [MNO97]. Dzyaloshinsky [AW90b].

ey early [GW94b, Jol90]. early-time [GW94b]. earthquakes [RK93]. echo [LZ91, Shi93b]. Econophysics [MS97]. Edge [KPS98, Klo98, RK96]. Edwards [vdH98]. Effect [BM96a, DHH92, HC91, KB90, KK93b, OL97, Pod98a, VR97b, BDM90, FT94b, LZ91, MKZ92, MSH90, OR95b, PGW97, Sew90, Shi93b, WHS91].
Effective [CCT96, CSRPS93, DFF99, HS91, HS92b, Lan95, SB97a, SB97b, BC92, Bre91, BG90b, GGL90, vLH97]. Effective-field [HS91, HS92b].
effective-medium [Bre91]. Effectively [JSA98].
effectiveness [HS91, HS92b].
eigenfunctions [NV98]. eigenmodes [GC92].
Eigenstates [Leb99, DP91].
eigenvalue [Kom93, LS91b, PS97a].
eigenstates [Bar96, Fuji90b].
Elastic [Fuj92, Fuj98].
eight-Vertex [Fuj98, Fuj92].
eight-Vertex [Fuj98, Fuj92].
evaporation [Gas92].
Ensemble [BFB94]. enantiomeric [HPS94].
enzyme [BFB94]. enumerative [IP90].
Enter [BLL90]. Entropy [BFB94].
enhanced [FP97, MS96b, Man93, YMM93, ZKB91b].
Enhancement [Dha97, Mel93, Ger93a].
environment [Ali99, CvD98, KM98, dHMP99, BP91a, Bra91, GM97b, OS96b, Piz97].
environment [BH91, Dou97, JK93, LM91, Sch92, SA95, SZ96, Wei96].
envelope [MOR94]. Equation [BC99c, BB98, CM98, CCO99, Col98, DR98,
Equations [AG99, AF99, BDIV97, GMH98, IVDB98, JSO99, KM91b, KG99, McK99, Vel98, AM94d, BM92a, BC90a, BGL91, BLO97, BJ97, Bob93, BC90b, CNC94, CCG94, Cd94, DKMM94, DJ93, DOPT93, For93, GS90b, Gou97, HH90, IFL90, JLS96, KM93, Kli92, KP92, Koh92a, Kra97, LIF92, LM92, McK95, MQ91, MZM90, MT94, MJ90, Pen97, Pol94, PS91b, PPS97, PB95, RZ93, Ste97, WK90, WT93, Xu95, Yam96, dLPP90].

Equidistribution [BZ99].

Equilibria [JV99, BT95, Git90a].

Equilibrium [ACC+98, BHS99, BDK99, FMPP99, HS95b, KP94a, MP98a, NS99, SS94a, Bal91, Ber92, BE92, CH92, CC92, Cer96, CFZ94, DP92, DZ92b, ELS96, Fu92, GTW95, GY93, GZ97, HR95, MM90a, MOS90b, MOS91a, MMR92, MR96, MS95a, Per95a, PW97, Pet93, Por96, Zeg94, CM96].

Equipartition [KLR94, HS95a].

Equivalence [DGL98, Geo95, LFS94, PSP94, WK97, Zeg90].

Equivalent [Cho97, GH97].

Ergodic [CL99, Che90, Che92, ET90, FL99, GL98, Ser96, Vai92, AZP97, RB93, SZ95, Wol92].

Ergodicity [Che98, Gal95, RW96a, BK96a, Don99].

Ernst [Kob97].

Erosion [PSR98].

Erratum [An01, CLV98, ED90a, GM96, HSS95, JLM95, LC97, Pol91a, SL97a, WB99].

Error [NP99a, SP97].

Estimates [DGL98, Geo95, LFS94, PSP94, WK97, Zeg90].

Essential [LPY98].

Euclidean [Alb95, KN99, LSK91].

Evaluation [KGM92, Phip91].

Evidence [FG95, Ray91, BCF90].

Evolution [AA97, CMC94, CMDV98, JG98, KLRT97, RLK98, Sta94b, WBG98, DOPT93, Man93, Pd92].

Ewald [SL97b].
PCG95, Ric97, SS92b, Sch97b, SDJ+96, TF99, YHHK96, CMPS97, DDM92, For94, MF92, NFID92, Sai96, dGN97, BT90a. **Exactly** [Shi90a, Bha90, BS90b, Gas92, HM92a, MS90b, OvR95, Pen91a, PS97c, PTN93, SD93, VZ92, vD97]. **Examination** [SK98]. **Example** [Mon04, Wen99, MF92]. **examples** [CA93, HK96, LPS94, Shi90a]. **Excess** [CC099]. **exchange** [KT91, MGJ92]. **exchanges** [BCS93]. **excitability** [DI93]. **excitations** [Aiz94, EJ93a, IFR93]. **excited** [CP97, Mom94, WB94b]. **excitons** [HC91]. **Excluded** [ZP99]. **Exclusion** [AKK99, AG98, DGLS98, Gui99, Kei98, Nag98, RSSS98, SK99, ACJL92, Bel93a, Bel95, BBM96, DDM92, DJLS93, DEM95, DLS97, EFGM95, FG94, JL94, Mac97, Sch93c, SD93, Sch97a, Sch97b, Str95]. **Excursions** [DJ95, DJ93]. **Existence** [AZP97, BC90a, BBD99, BDIV97, DLPS99, Fer96, Fig93, HR92b, HPS94, IVBD98, MS98b, Mon99, PS98, Xin93, AC90b, DEJ92, Pol90c, WL95]. **Exit** [BOV98b, OS95, OS96a]. **Expanding** [Wei99, AZP97, Liv95, Lov94, PW97]. **Expansion** [CT93, Mer99, PG99, RS97a, SZ98, Sle98, Wei97, Wie98b, BD94, BCs+91, Dim90, Gar94, Gar96, KIKK97, Klo95, KS93c, LB96, Mar93b, MOR94, MO96b, MNO97, MD94, NFID92, OP90, Pol90a, Ste97, Süt96, WB94a, WB94b, WR97, Yan94, PG00]. **Expansions** [KOT98, WB99, BW88, CCT93, CK95, Cra94, GSH90, Iof94, Kra97, Lem95, MOR97, MR94c, Pen95c, Phi91, PPW94]. **Expectation** [BJ98, Joy96]. **Expectations** [ZK93]. **Experiment** [FGMA93, BS91a, vK94, Ram95]. **experimental** [DDJ+95, KK91c, PAB+93, Ram93, WKWS95]. **Experiments** [SW99b, AC96, SHW92]. **explained** [Phi94]. **explanation** [diL92]. **Explicit** [Kei98, Maj93, MQ91, MZM90]. **explicitly** [Cer94]. **Exploiting** [SP91]. **exploration** [Hay96, Sas95a]. **explosion** [CLY92]. **exponent** [Bal92a, CPS91, CB90, DHP96, GB90, KNV93, Mad95, MHJ94, MW95, NV93, RCB90, Shi92, vE90]. **Exponential** [BG93a, BCFM95, BMK93, Pol92, IOT92, JM96, MOS90b, Red94, vD90, MOS91a]. **Exponentiality** [BOV98b]. **Exponentially** [BHS99, OS95, OS96a]. **Exponents** [BW98a, BLPP98, BCP98, Con98b, Gar97, HY98, ANHKV93, ANV94, ABPSJ90a, ABPSJ90b, ABPSJ91b, BK95a, BV96, CT96b, Che97b, CD90, Dah96, DR91, Gon94, HS92c, KLT97, KS92, KK91c, KA94, LF93, LMS95, Lia91, Mar93b, PPS95, PPQ90, PB95, SGH93, zzMZ96]. **expression** [BPH94b]. **Extended** [Sch94a, VGC92, Sch95a]. **Extension** [GY98, MS92, VBF97]. **extensions** [RV97]. **extensive** [WA90]. **extensively** [BGP95b]. **External** [CMR98, GS98, NOZ99, Pet99, WC98, CCC+90, CSTM90, CS92, CP97, DM94, HRS97, Kho91b, KR92, LH94, Pat94, TS94]. **Externally** [PNT91]. **Extinction** [Mon99]. **Extreme** [BNN95]. **Extremely** [BJS99, BSVZ94].

**F** [Joh90]. **face** [BPO96]. **Faceted** [DHW99]. **facets** [MS95a]. **Facilitated** [ST99]. **factor** [CS90a, MSG95, dHNR94]. **Factorization** [Shi98, OP90, ZP93]. **fails** [Hág96]. **Failure** [BRT98]. **Falicov**
[GJL92, GUJ94, GMU97, Ken98]. **falloff** [Mar90a, MKP90, MK91].

**Families** [MSS98a]. **Family** [AKK99, Bon99, Hay96]. **far** [CC91b]. **Farey** [GUJ94].

**Fast** [BFC90].

[arie93, vEMZ98, BB91, BCS93, CV93a, Mer90, SL97a, SL97b, SP97, SL91].

**Fast-Decaying** [vEMZ98]. **fate** [BHKL95]. **faucet** [dOP93].

**FCC** [TFD90].

**FCHC** [Hén92, vCEBS94].

**Features** [dMM98].

**feedback** [ZR91].

**Feigenbaum** [Pol91b].

**Fermi** [ACM95, BK91, BG90a, CG99a, CJ92, FST96, HL97c, Kar94, NM99].

**Fermion** [Cep91, Has98, NM99, HS94b, Kal91, KS97a, KvL92].

**Fermionic** [Cep91, Has98, NM99, HS94b, Kal91, KS97a, KvL92].

**Fermions** [PPO99, Sid99, WB99, LM94a, Mar97, Mat94, Per95b, BW88]. **ferroelectric** [BS95].

**Ferrofluid** [GZ98].

**Ferrofluids** [WM98].

**Ferromagnet** [dMM98, Pat93, Pat94].

**Ferromagnetic**

[AG91, CCC+90, CCST90, DKMM94, Koz97, Sal95, UQ91].

**ferromagnetism** [All95, Tas96].

**ferromagnets** [GD93].

**few** [Kal91].

**few-fermion** [Kal91].

**Feynman** [BC95, MS98a, Ord92].

**FHP** [Fri94].

**Fiber** [DS99, GW99, PHS+97].

**Fibers** [Too99, TKG93].

**Fibonacci** [IT91].

**Fick** [LFvdH97, TG95].

**Field**

[An91b, AC98, AG98, BEC93, BJ99, BRZ98, CT98a, CCF99, CCM99, CT98b, DJB98, FSB91, Gar98, GR98, GS98, KRT99, Kül98, MP98a, NOZ99, PP91, Yos98, dSG99, ABHP90, APT94, AE93, BKK+92, BT91, BM92a, BK96a, BDM90, BRZ96, BK92c, CPP94, CS93, CR94, Das95, Dev91a, DM94, FKV91, Fil94, FN95, FR96, Gar96, GS92, GS93a, GS94, GH91, Git93a, GS91b, GS95, HS91, HS92b, Jag91, JMM87, JK93, Kho90, Kho91b, KR92, KVN93, KT91, Kül97, LH94, Lem95, Lia91, LS92, LFvH91, Luc93, MS93b, MY94, Men92, MWA95, NS95, NR90, O’C93b, OSE93, OR95b, OP93, Pen91b, PS93, Pok93b, PSP94, PS91c, PPD94, Rie93, Sam95, Sch90b, Str94, Sut92, VR97b, WMS90, Wu95, YK91, Zeg90, dMP91, dMZ92].

**field** [dHS92].

**Field-dependent** [BEC93].

**Field-induced** [An91b, FSB91, PP91].

**field-swept** [MS93b].

**field-theoretic** [KT91].

**Fields**

[CM98, HLW98, WC93, eS98, AM94a, Ber90a, Ber90b, BJL92, BML95, CCC+90, CCST90, CG94, Dim90, Down92, EMH95, GM95, Hav90, LP90a, LS97, MS96b, MZ96, vEF95].

**Fifth** [An99-30].

**filling** [MN96, MV91].

**film** [PB94, RBB95, RDWW93].

**Films**

[BMSW99, CT98b, McC95, MdBM91].

**filtered** [CLS90].

**filters** [BPH+94a].

**finance** [MS97].

**Fingering** [WM98].

**Finite** [AS91a, BF97, BE98, dA99a, BKMS91, CT99, CDT96a, CD91b, Dan93, DJB98, For91, FG94, FMOU90, GS93a, JPP94, Koh91b, KM96, KT91, KPH95, KPSW95, LMP99, LFvW98, LP90a, MG92, Mor92b, Mou99, PS97b, PM99, PR90, Rap92b, SS97c, Spe97, TT90, Wd91a, Yos98, dOCS95, vEAD90, vEAD91, Ali92, BHC94, BHP97, BK90, BI92, BK95b, BT90d, BT90c, BD93, BKW90, CH94, CR94, CP99, DR93, ED92b, FT93, FOS94, GS95, KT94, MOT90, MOR97, OBB95, Oer95, OP90, Sch94b, SLSA91, Sm90, SY90, Wan96b, Wan96a].

**Finite-** [BF97].

**finite-difference** [SY90].

**Finite-dimensional**
[Spe97, ED92b]. **Finite-Size** [DJB98, SS97c, TF99, AS91a, dAB91a, BKMS91, CT96a, CD91b, Dan93, For91, FG94, FMOU90, GS93a, JMP94, KM96, KT91, KPW95, KPSW95, MG92, Mor92b, PR90, Wei91a, dOD95, vEAD90, Alb92, BHP97, BK90, BI92, BK95b, BT90d, BT90c, BD93, CR94, FT93, FOS94, KT94, Smi90, Wan96b]. **finite-size-scaling** [CMPS97]. **Finite-state** [Koh91b]. **Finite-temperature** [LP90a, BMC94]. **Finite-Volume** [Yos98, MOT90, OP90, Wan96a]. **finitely** [Bal91, DFF96]. **finitely-many** [DFF96]. **fire** [GK91]. **First** [AHR98, AE91, BLPP98, BRT98, BAP93, Bin92, Hay99, KG90, LK95, Men92, OS95, OS96a, BK90, BI92, BK95b, BB94, EM95, Ers94, KY93a, KY93b, Lop90, MG92, MiIl93, Pat96, PR90, TDSR95, YT90, YL96, dOD95, vK93]. **First-Order** [AHR98, AE91, BK90, BI92, BK95b, BB94, EM95, KY93a, KY93b, Lop90, MG92, MiIl93, PR90, dOD95]. **First-Passage** [BRT98, Bin92, vK93]. **First-passage-time** [KG90, TDSR95]. **Fisher** [Böt95, WRJ95]. **Five** [Jun98, Cer90, Sta94a]. **Five-Moment** [Jun98]. **Fixed** [LM94b, PRW99, AZP97, BPO96, BR92, CPS90, CG93, FST96, Ken90, MOS90a, PPW94, PS92c, Voo92, WR97]. **fixed-point** [Ken90]. **flame** [MS96b, PANG +95]. **flashing** [LR96]. **flat** [Tas96]. **Flatnes** [KE97]. **flexible** [BKV93]. **Flexural** [KM91a]. **flight** [FB92]. **Flip** [IM96, Han96, Str95]. **Flip-flop** [IM96]. **flipping** [BT93b]. **flop** [IM96]. **Floquet** [BJL92, Joy94]. **Flory** [FT94a]. **Flow** [BD99, BKW90, DP97, G9K9, Sle98, Ste97, VW93, Wag98, BS91b, CC94b, CdHM91, CP97, CL97, Edw91, Fig92a, Got90, GC92, KB97c, KL91a, MS97, NAC91, OR95b, PTZG91, Pol92, RK96, RSGP97, Sle96, TS94, WH95, WHS*91, WL92, WLC94, Zha92, dOD95]. **flows** [CK98, DLPS99, Luo97, AM92, Ben95b, CJ97, DJ95, Dou92, FP97, Hay93, HZLD97, JW97, KW96, NGB95, RR97a, TQGO95, TC94, dSV90, ZHCD95, dME95]. **Fluctuate** [MTC99]. **Fluctuating** [GP91, BB94, Fi94, GH94, ILF90, KM91b, AS91a]. **Fluctuation** [AE99, BL91, BO91b, CL92, FR95, GMT96, HT90a, Mae99, ST92, BF97, ED96, Gal96, Opp94a, Opp94b, VZ92]. **Fluctuation-dissipation** [FR95, Gal96, Opp94b]. **Fluctuation-dominated** [BLS91]. **Fluctuation-induced** [HT90a, ED96]. **Fluctuations** [BB98, Bry97, DB91, FB92, GS94, JH98, KK98, Kos99, WA90, Zim93, Zim94, dMP91, vB91, ACJ92, Ber94b, BV96, BO91b, Dall90, ELMD*90, Eyi90, ELS96, FKV91, GV91, GGP92, JLM93, Mom96, MVZ97, OR95b, Piz97, PN96, RV97, SS92a, Shi93a, Sut92, VZ94, VZ95, V97b, vD90, vWH97]. **Fluid** [AQ98, BGL91, BLPP98, SER99, Sle98, AL95b, BPH94b, HPH94, CWS92, COA95, FP90, HSW97, HTH93, KR92, LO97, M59b, Nas91, Per97, PTZG91, Rob91, Sle96, WL92, WL94, Zha91]. **Fluids** [AZ98, GSM98, Kaw98, BK91, CDM91, CL95, CS91c, CV93b, E92a, FST97, RR92a, HH90, HS94b, HS95c, Jag91, J92, KM91b, KB97a, Koh92b, LW93, LC91, Los90a, Los90b, MY94, NP94, PPR93, SG90, Sta91, St95b, SHG91, VDH97, WK9S95, YS93]. **Flux**
[DDGZ97, WX97, Zif91, Dro96, Eyi95b, GMMU97, MN96, OMM93, Zie91].

**Fluxes** [AZ98]. foam [NE95]. Fock [BL94]. Fokker [Bec95, CS92, Gou97, LY97, Pet99, SBP+93, WB94a, WB94b].

**Folding** [Fer98, Fer94].

**foam** [NE95]. Fock [BLS94]. Fokker [Bec95, CS92, Gou97, LY97, Pet99, SBP+93, WB94a, WB94b].

**Forces** [AZ98, BL99, GZ98, IRB+99, Mar97, Pet90, SGP90].

**form** [BS90c, Buo90]. Formal [AvBED97, ABJM97, Ben95b, BG90a, Jus92, KK92, Lop90, PS92c, RS96].

**Folding** [Fer98, Fer94].

**forms** [LPY98, FT94b, Jur95, TE95].

**Fraction** [Leg98, Bal92a, Bal92b, MRS94]. fractional [FT94b].

**Frustration** [Mi98, dMM98, Mic93, SC96].

**fully-developed** [Shi92].

**function** [DA99, Maz98, SZ99, ZP99, AE90, AC95, BGP95a, BP93a, BT90b, Bha90, BL93, BR91, BV95, Buo90, CT95, GN93, GR92, GKT93, Kaw97, MC92a, MC92b, MSG97, MRC95, RST91, RS92c, SK90, Sm90, Tan92, TST91, dSvG90, YS93, vHW93].

**freedom** [Wag98, BCS93].

**freely** [MdBM91].

**freezing** [JSC91, VHR98, BB91, BF91].

**freedom** [Wag98, BCS93].

**freely** [MdBM91].

**freezing** [JSC91, VHR98, BB91, BF91].

**Fréchet** [War96a, War96b].

**Fréchet** [War96a, War96b].

** fracture** [BHP97, HL97a, Pet99, BPH94b, BPH94, Kio95]. frictional [RB91].

**frequency** [Jur95, ZP99, CV93a].

**frequencies** [Ble90, Ble91, GI92, VdsFC97].

**friction** [BHP97, HL97a, Pet99, BPH94b, BPH94, Kio95]. frictional [RB91].

**Frobenius** [Bec95].

**Front** [WX97, KS97b, Xin93].

**Fronts** [CCO99, Fer96, FR97, PX91, PANG+95].

**fully** [BS90c, CKK99, PD090, CLT90a, CLT90b, Sh92].

**fully-developed** [Shi92].

**function** [DA99, Maz98, SZ99, ZP99, AE90, AC95, BGP95a, BP93a, BT90b, Bha90, BL93, BR91, BV95, Buo90, CT95, GN93, GR92, GKT93, Kaw97, MC92a, MC92b, MSG97, MRC95, RST91, RS92c, SK90, Sm90, Tan92, TST91, dSvG90, YS93, vHW93].

**Functional** [Bax98, BC92, Kaw98, LS99, 
BFG93, CT93, CCT93, FLS95, LP90a, NP94, PB95, SP95a, SW91].

**Functionals** [BV98, BCP96, MF92, PS94b]. **Functions** [BV98, BCP96, MF92, PS94b].

**Future** [SK98, KvL92, LS92]. **Fundamental** [vdBV93]. **Fundamentals** [Opp98c]. **Further** [SK98, KvL92, LS92]. **further-neighbor** [KvL92].

**further-neighbors** [LS92]. **fusion** [BPO96].

**fusion** [KvL92]. **Fusion** [Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano90k, Ano90l, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano91i, Ano91j, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92i, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92m, Ano92n, Ano92o, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93i, Ano93j, Ano93k, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano98k, Ano98l].

**Fuzzy** [Ahm96].

**G** [Sac98, Sre98]. **Gacs** [dSM92]. **Gallavotti** [LS99]. **games** [BB95a]. **Gap** [CCM99, FK94c]. **Gaps** [ADE98, Fig93, FK94b]. **Gas** [Ano92a, BF99, BHS99, BEM99, BMPZ98, BH98, DSH98a, Fel98, JVH98, Ko97, Mie98, Mie99, NM99, PZ99, PG99, PG00, PS99b, Rap98, SEW98, SZ98, SSZ99, TV99, AM95, AN91b, AC92, AF95a, AC97c, AS95, ALL96, AB92, AORZ95, BE93, BK91, BZ95, BR92, BSG95, BCM94, Ble92, BT95, dAB91b, BB92b, BEK91, BMOT90, BT92, BT93b, BED95, CBR95, CC94b, CDM91, CCD+91, CMMC92, Che95, Che94, CT96b, CW95, Da96, DH92, DE95, DP92, ET90, EB95a, FM93a, FJ93, FjL95, FLL95, FFJ92, FB92, FM91, FJ92, GO95, GMM90, Hay92, He92, HL97e, HR92a, HP97, HPS94, JKF91a, JFK91b, KS93a, KGM92, KC91a, KSZ97, KB97c, KB91, LLM95, MM97a, MM90a, Mae90, MKP90, MP96, MM97b, MSG97, MR94c, MRC95].

**gas** [Mun92, Nem91, OR95a, Pal90, Per90, Per95a, PO93, PIM94, Pol94, PPP97, Qi92, RC96, RZ93, Rot93, RBF93, SP95b, Sch90b, Sni91, Str97, SB97c, TLW91, Td91, TB95, VWG93, WC95, WT93, Xu95, Yen95, dHNR92a, vX93, vRE93, vBD92, Mar90a]. **gas-kinetic** [Xu95].

**gas-liquid** [KGM92, LLM95]. **Gases** [Hag98, MA98, MV99, dMG99, AvBED97, Ber92, Bii96b, BV95, Bum97, BE92, DFHR90, For90b, HM92a, KC91b, LFvdH97, MK91, MY96, OSE93, Pae90, PS93c, Sh95, Spi90, SY95, vCEBS94, vX93]. **Gasket** [Je96, HY96]. **gaskets** [HW97b]. **gating** [PAB+93]. **Gauge**
PBP97, Pok93b, Pok93a, RHA97, SDJ+96, Weh97b, YHHK96].

**Ground-State**

[Koj97, CdOW95, LS97, NS96, Ben92a, Gro95, Mar97, Pok93b, YHHK96].

**Group**

[BCO99, CGT99, CJB99, Col98, KOT98, LC99, PRW99, SEW98, Bov90, BP91a, CO97, DH92, Ebe96, Gal90, GMDB95, GMB96, Git96h, GGP92, HK96, HA97, HCD96, Ken93, LC95b, LC97, LM94b, LIF92, MO93, MO95, MNO97, Ney93, O’C93a, PR94a, Per95b, PPW94, SR95, Sch92, Sco93, VZL97, YS97, dL92, vEF99, vEFK95].

**Group-Theoretic**

[SEW98].

**Groups**

[FV97, BMR95].

**Growing**

[ADE98, ABK94, KO94].

**Growth**

[AEKL92, CL95, KPANG98, KNS98, MW90, MSS98b, NFL99, PHS97, RNCT98, Sen92, ANV94, ABK94, BF95, Ber97b, BJL+91, DS92, EN93, Fam92, Fam96, FT90a, FT91, GMCP96, Gar91, GW90, GW94a, GW95, Gdh91b, Gdh91a, HHD96, HP91, HT91, IT91, KD90, Koh91c, KL91, MG94, Mar94a, MMH94, OP95, PS97c, Pri92, SBH92, Too94a, Too94b, TH96, UW91, Zha92, vD90, ALLZ96].

**Guessing**

[PER95c].

H [Ano99c, Che95, Rap98].

**H-theorem** [Che95].

**habit** [Fra94].

**Hadamard**

[KK93a].

**Haldane**

[BBM96, Ino90].

**Half**

[CS92, Dal97, Klo95, GK95, LM96, MN96].

**half-filling** [MN96].

**Half-range**

[CS92, Klo95].

**Half-space**

[Da97, GK95, LM96].

**Hall**

[AZ98, BD90, FT94b, FST97].

**Hamilton**

[BW88, dLPP90].

**Hamiltonian**

[WB99, AW90b, BG93a, BQ90a, BC92, Ben95b, BC94, BE98, CJB99, CL97, Com90, DC98, DMP97, EPRB99, EM94, FRHP95, GGP92, MSL92, MV97, STV94].

**Hamiltonians**

[BF98, DFF99, DF98, KM98, SW98, Zyl90].

**Hänggi**

[FP98].

**Hard**

[BHW99, Fuj90a, Fuj90b, Fuj91, Sze96, AB92, ABP96, BT90b, BPH94b, BHP94, BDS97, CFP91, DE96, FM93a, GGM91, HS97, JKF91a, JKF91b, KR92, KW93, KP91a, MC93, Mur94, PIM94, Phi91, RST91, RV91, SS94a, SS94b, Sch95a, Sch95b, Tö91, YS93, Zha91, vDL95].

**Hard-Core**

[BHW99, AB92, ABP96, Sch95b, Tö91, YS93].

**hard-disk** [KW93, PIM94].

**Hard-hexagon**

[Fuj90a, Fuj90b, Fuj91].

**hard-rod** [Zha91].

**hard-sphere** [BT90b, BPH94b, BHP94, CF91, HS97, Phil91, RV91].

**hard-square** [JFK91a, JKF91b].

**Harmonic**

[Gar98, Ble90, Ble91, BMS97, Dag96, DPS90, Phil91].

**harnesses** [Too97].

**Hartree**

[BS94].

**Hartwig** [Böt95].

**Hausdorff**

[JW97, KV93, REK91, Wei92].

**Hawking** [RS94].

**HCP** [CHM99].

**heaps** [BP96].

**hearing** [Ami96].

**Heat**

[Ano99c, BTT98, CG99a, CO95, LW98b, SW99b, BC95, HR95, LW93, MHD90, Opp91, SAI96, WHF92].

**heat-bath**

[MHD90].

**Height**

[KD98, Hen97, Pri94].

**Heiles** [BR99].

**Heisenberg**

[AW90b, CS91a, CS91b, GS91c, Ino90, Kho91b, PBP97, ZP99].

**helical**

[Sas92].

**helicity** [Dan93].

**Helium** [JVD98, Sch93b].

**Hemmen**

[CH93, Shi90b].

**Henon** [BR99].

**Hepatitis** [AH98].

**Herbert** [HNS91].

**Hermitian** [Has98].

**Herzfeld** [Joh90].

**heteroclinic** [YT90, YT91].

**heterogeneous**

[BAK91, Bre91, GS91b, Zha92].

**hexagon**

[Fuj90a, Fuj90b, Fuj91].

**Hexagonal**

[Cor95, PK97].

**hexagons** [KP91a].

[WB99, AC97d, BES98, Bax93b, BSTV94b, BO99b, BHP94, BK93, BW88, CCST90, CdC94, CLT90b, FT90c, Ger99, GJL92, GZ97, HS92b, IVDB98, KS97a, KPSW95, K¨ul98, LP96b, LPT97, LPR91b, Los90b, MOS91b, Mon92, OPdlR95b, OS96a, Rei96b, Sim94b, Too94b, Vie95, War96b, WLC94, Dom97].

Ill-defined [vE96]. illustrated [Dag96]. immiscible [OR95a].


Imry [SP94]. incoherence [BN92, SM91]. Incommensurate [KS93a, PS94a, BGM97, Gry92, JM90, PW90].

Incommensurate-commensurate [PS94a]. Incompressible [HL97b, Benz95b, EM94, KWG96, Lai91, ZHCD95].

increases [Gác90]. increasing [Mar94b]. Independent [Ano91, HWD97, Cer90, Jur95, Weh97c, YZ92, ZHCD95]. Index [Ano98a, Ano99a]. indices [BMO96]. indiffent [CG93, PS92c]. Induced [BN99, AN91b, AS95, BK95b, BB94, BV94, ED96, FSB91, HT90a, Hor93, ML99, PP91, PM91]. inequalities [Bob97, CBR95, Gri95, Lem95].

Inequality [LPY98, Zy90]. Inertial [NB90, Maj93]. infection [PS90]. inference [Fer94]. Infinite [CD99, CCG90, JSA98, MM93, MG98, PS91c, BC93a, Ble92, CT96b, CC91c, Dah96, EN92b, Gry92, Hua97, ML91b, Mie91, MG92, Pet90, Pok93a, PR90, Weh97b, dMPZ92]. infinite-dimensional [BG93a]. Infinite-order [CCG90, CC91c]. Infinite-range [PS91c, MG92, Pet90, PR90]. infinite-ranged [ML91b]. Infinite-scale [MM93]. infinite-volume [Pok93a, dMPZ92].


Instantaneous [Je099]. instanton [NB90]. Instantons [PS97b, Rut92]. instrument [SP+93]. Insulator [SBZ98, For90b]. Integrability [BK96a, Dag96, MO96a, MBD97, UI96]. integrable [CC91b, CMVG95].

Integral [BAZ98, FT94b, Gol99, SMD92, BC92, Buo90, GY93, HS94b, Kho90, RZ93]. Integrals [BI99, BG96, CT93, CCT93, OTT92, Phi91]. Integrated


Integration [BAZ98, BG94]. Integrodifferential [BC99a]. intensity [BFG93]. interact [LP91]. Interacting [Ban99, BO99a, BO99b, BL99, Don99, KT99, KS97c, MV99, dHS98b, BFG93, CM96, Dh96, Dai90, FVY92, Fos93, LB94, LM94a, Mar97, Mat94, MKP91, Niu91, OPB93, OP95, Pen91a, Ros93, Sha95, SP94, TyROW96, Too94a, Too94b, Tót90].

Interaction [AQ98, AG98, BPO96, BWK91, FE98, Lef99b, Mer99, RS97a, AS91b, AdAL92, BD94, BT90c, CPP94, Con90, FZ91, KT91, MPdIR93, Mar92b, Mon91a, Mon91b, Mon92, OPS93, PPNM97, SP93, Sch90b, SS92b, SD95, Too95, TB95, VWG93]. Interaction-round-a-face [BPO96].


Interband [KPS98]. Interchangeability [BG90b]. Interface [All95, BSG91, BB98, Dev91a, KD98, Spo93, Str95, Whe99, ACDD90, BJO97, But93, Cag90, DS92, DMRR92, For92, HMP96, HP91, JS95, LM96, Per95a, RW91, SL93b, YHM93, vLH97]. Interfaces [CHM99, AS91a, Blu94, BP91a, BK92c, BK93, BK96b, CDG95, CDF97, CF90, Pod95b]. Interfacial [BMSW99, CISS99, Jv99, MHH94, OB96, RV97, UO91, Fuj90a, Fuj90b, Fuj91, Fuji92, Mor92b, SPR91]. intermediate [FjL95, FLL95, Hof96].

intractable [BC95]. Intermittency [BG90b]. Interval [DBD97, Fod97, Git94, Git96a, Wid98, Bry94, Bry96, Por96, Por97, Row97, Git91b]. Invalidated [Bi98]. Invariance [AHR99, GJJL99, Wie97, dHN92a, AC90a, BT90a, GMT95, GB94, Hen94, KB97a, LS90a, PW90].

invariant [BC95b, CK99a, ML91a, Ber92, CCM95, CM95, Cer90]. Invariants [BC99b, CK99a, GLR98, ML91a, Ber92, CCRM95, CMV95]. inversion [WL92, WLC94]. Inverse [Mer99, Sac98, WMTR90, dAB91b, CC91a, MK91, Mar92b]. inversion [Mor90]. investigating [Ram93]. Investigation [DJ98, ESB98, YIK95, Al92, BT90c]. investigations [Sch95a, TFD90].

Inviscid [Der97]. involving [Cag90]. ion [DI93, HTP93, Lie93, PAB93]. ion-channel [Lie93]. ion-dipole [HTP93]. ionic [BHP96, HS95c, SS90, Ste95b, WKWS95]. ionization [MM90a, Nd97]. ionized [LMM92]. ions [BB95b, LBT97]. Irreducible [GLR98, Kaw97]. Irregular [He98, KK98, LhB97, N92]. irrelevant [BT90d].
Irreversibility [Lin93, Gal95, RBGW92]. irreversible [Alb95, CLHS91, Dor93, Eu94, Mi95, Sch94a, VGC92]. Ising [Alb94, ABHP90, ABCPF96, ACC+98, ABT99, BT91, Bak93, Bak94, Bak98, BM97, BKN98, Ben91, Ben92a, BMO95, BT90a, BS99b, BL93, BRZ95, BRZ96, BRZ98, BBC+95, BVZ93, BSV94, BSV94, BJS98, BS99, BZ97, BMOT90, CMP95, CGMS96, CMR98, CCMS99, CB94, CL98, CGTM99, Con96, CR94, Das95, DDJ+95, DG90, Dev91a, EJ93b, FA91, FN95, GP92, GAA+93, GS97, GS98, Gr94, Gry92, HLIM93, HMY96, HMP96, HH93, He93, HY96, HDS98, HS92c, HY98, HS97, Iof94, Ish95, JSC91, Jez96, JK93, Joy90, KS97b, KE97, KRT97, KRT99, KF90, Kob97, KvL92, KO93, KA94, LM98, LH94, LF90, Luc93, MRV99, MM96, MDH90, M99b, M99c, MR93, Mar94c, M94j, Mazz98, MHB90, MOR94, MO96b, M97, Mon91a, Mon92]. Ising [Mon94, Mon97, MP93, NOZ99, Nev95, Oer95, OL97, PP91, PPS95, Pen91b, PPR93, PK93b, Pol90a, PSP94, RR90, RT90, Rav91, Ré93, RW92, RDWW93, Sa95, SP93, SSP95, SZ98, SS96b, ST99, SSL97, Sen98, Shi93a, SDJ+96, SC96, Sta94a, SC99, SSS99, TB90a, TB90b, U91, V91, WBQ98, WHF92, Wu96, ZP93, dSL90, dMP91, dMP92]. Ising-like [HS92c, MP93]. Ising-Model [Bak98]. Ising-type [Bak98]. Isothermal [Sle98, RST91]. Isotropic [BG97b, dO92, dHS98b, Maj94]. issues [Sas95b]. Istanbul [Ano96j]. iterate [Ers94]. Iterated [Ano01, FMR94, Wch97c]. iterations [SY90]. iterative [Ber97c]. itinerant [LM94a]. Izergin [Sac98].
Luo97, MA98, Mer90, Mie99, NFID92, NR90, NFL99, O'C93a, OSE93, Pol94, PG99, PG00, PK97, PS99b, SEW98, SER99, SS98, SZ98, SSZ99, SF91, TB95, Vuj99, WH95, Yep95, ZP99, dISG99, vdS99, AM95, AK92, AN91b, AZ95, AM94a, ALLZ96, AB92, AORZ95, ABPSJ90b, ABPSJ91a, BK91, BZ95, Bax93b, BB92a, BAKK+90, BGM97, Ber92, BSG95, BS90b, BL94, BRZ95, BT95, Bri96b, BB92b, BEK91, BvV95, BMOT90, BG90b, BT92, BT93b, Bu97, BE92, BED95, CC97, CCC+90, CCST90, CDD+91, CMMNC92, Che95, COA95, CW95, DFF96, DG90, Dia94. 
lattice [Dim90, DPS90, DEJ95, DFHR90, EG90, EB95a, FR97, Fig92a, Fig93, FK94b, FJ93, For90b, FMOU90, GM94, Gd96, GM96, Gon94, GMM90, GZ97, HS90a, Hay92, HZLD97, Hén92, HY96, HL97c, HP97, HR92b, HPS94, JF91a, JFK91b, JD93, Je96, JM96, KS93a, KIKK97, Ken90, KRS96, KC91a, KC91b, KvL92, KS97, KB97c, KB91, LH94, LPS94, LM97, MM97a, Mad95, Mae90, Mar90a, MKP90, Mar90b, MGA95, MGA97, ML92, Mey96, MZ96, Mom94, Mom96, Mor92a, MH92, MKP91, MD97, NS92, Ném91, NGB95, OP90, OPS93, OR95a, ON96, Ov95, Ov96, Ov96b, Pa90, PS94a, PY94, PB90, Per90, Per93, PO93, PW97, PS93c, QdL92, Q095, RS91a, Rot93, RHdS+91, Sal95, SP95b, SR90, SD95, SP94, Spot95, SY95, Spo95, SB97c, SAB95, TLW91, Tót91. 
lattice [VWG93, WC95, WD96, WLC94, WG95, Zeg90, ZP93, Zie93, ZHCD95, dO92, dHNR92a, vBE93, vROS+96, vRE93, vVBE93, FK94a, TQGO95, Rap98. ] lattice-Boltzmann [HR92a, SD95]. 
lattice-Gas [BH98, Mie98, PG99, PG00, HR92a, Yep95, GMM90, KS93a, QdL92. ] 
lattice-point [BL94]. 
Lattices [Asl99, Jus98, KK98, SCBIR99, BBC+95, BKV93, BLL90, Cao93, Dol97, Fer96, GM94, HS90b, Jus95, Ken97, MK93, Mi92, MCC90, NS92, OBB95, Pa90, Pen94a, PS94b, PN97, RSL90, Tan94, WC95, WC96, YS97, ZP93, zzMZ96].
Law [Ano01, CCO99, CSS95, GPS90, IT91, LOP96b, LOP96a, LFvdH97, MKP90, MK91, McK94, Niw97, Pen94b, TC94]. 
Laws [Bou99, KT99, NOV99, CDM93, IOT92, KD90, MBD97, TC94]. 
Layer [MRV99, HT90b, LK95, WT92, vLH97].
Layered [Jos98, BSV94, Bur91, Don92, PX91, STA95]. 
Levels [Ser98, Too99, WT93]. 
lengths [Ami96, AM94b]. 
level-2 [Lop90]. 
Leveque [Jun98].
Levin [dSM92]. 
lévy [FB92, JW97, JW93]. 
Lévy-stable [JW93]. 
Lipid [Ano90p, Ano95c]. 
Liesegang [CLD94]. 
Life [RK96, Shl91]. 
Lifetimes [NR98]. 
Lifshitz [BHKL95, HL99]. 
Lifshitz [CSS95, Vel98]. 
Light [KPS98, Fig92b]. 
like [HS94a, HS92c, KW97, LM92, MZMQ90, MP93, PW97, Sch90a]. 
Limit [AMF98, BGW98, BEM99, BL99, CC91c, FKST99, FE98, MM98, MM99, NM999, PS97b, SBZ98, vdH98, APT94, BKK+92, BQ90a, BFSV91, BFG93, CCRM95,
CJ92, CN90, CR97, DdH96, DE96, Don95, ELM95, Gay92, Gia91, HL97c,
Kho91b, Kie90, Kie92, Klo95, Koz97, Mae90, Mck94, MS90a, NY95, OSB97,
Pok93b, Pok93a, PW94, Shi93a, SY90, TB92. Limit-Cycle [MS90a].
Limit-Periodic [SBZ98, SY90]. Limitations [vEFS93]. Limited
[BMS91, BL91b, BB97, CKS91, Hor93, KK91c, Koz94, LC95b, LC97, LSK91,
Pri93, PCG95, RM93, bABD90]. Limiting [GR98, BRZ95, OR91]. Limits
[Mar98, SZ98, AC97a, AC97c, CCST90, Kra92, MC94, MLM93, Str95, vE90].
Linear [BL91b, BB97, CKS91, Hor93, KK91c, Koz94, LC95b, LC97, LSK91,
Pri93, PCG95, RM93, bABD90]. Linearization [JSO99, BP94a].
Linearized [Luo97, HT90b]. linearly [Cer90]. linearly-independent
[Cer90]. Lines [SI99, Dro96, HT90a, KGM92, Tan94, Zie91]. link
[Mat90, WPK95]. Linking [TC94]. Liouvillian [Gas92]. Liquid
[DC98, LMP99, BG90a, CBR95, FLS96, Jaf91, JR91b, KM91a, KGM92,
LM95, NMC91, Per95a, RW91, TT94]. liquid-gas [CBR95, Per95a].
Liquid-Vapor [LMP99, RW91, TT94]. Liquids [Ano90p, Ano95c]. Little
[LP91, Shi90b]. lived [ES93]. Local
[Eyi95b, Ge96, IVDB98, JSO99, KD98, Lu99, Mol98, AZ95, AE91, ELS96,
HR95, Hol94, LIF92, Mie93, PSS97a, Rus94, Sch90b, Shi92, Uen95, VR97b].
locality [Bri96a]. Localization [BBC94a, FK94a, FK94b, Ger99. AvBED97,
Ben91, Bn97, Fig92a, Gla94, LB94, Mer92, Nos93]. Localized
[FK97, JR91b, BMS97, GKRT94]. locally [Nad95]. Location [Fos93, OL97].
Lockings [DIK98, TDSR95]. Log [LPY98, AF95a, For90b]. log-gas [AF95a].
log-potential [For90b]. Logarithm [RW96b]. Logarithmic
[BD93, GD93, SS97c, Wan96a]. logistic [Ste90]. London [Wid98]. Long
[AKR98, AP99, BHS99, BL99, CP97, CF97, FP98, Fer98, GMS98, IRB99,
KB97a, Le99b, MM97b, Nic93, SZ99, VHR98, dHNRR2b, vB90a, vEMZ98,
ABL97, BT90c, ES93, GL97, HW90, Jez96, Ker93, KT91, Koz96, LC91, LS97,
Ma90, MZ90, MP94, MR96, MH94, NP94, OYSK91, OPS93, PW97, RK90,
Sew90, dHN92]. Long- [AP99]. long-lived [ES93]. Long-Range
[AKR98, BL99, IRB99, Le99b, SZ99, VHR98, vEMZ98, KB97a, vB90a,
ABL97, BT90c, Jez96, Ker93, KT91, LS97, Mae90, NF94, OPS93, PW97, RK90,
Sew90]. Long-Ranged [GSM98]. long-tailed [HW90]. Long-term
[Nic93]. Long-Time [FP98, Fer98, CF97, MM97b, dHNRR2b, Koz96,
MP94, MR96, MH94, dHN92]. long-time-scale [OYSK91]. Longest
[SR90]. longitudinal [PS91c]. Looking [SBP93]. Loop [Bat98, GB90].
Loops [NM99, KLMR90]. Lorentz
[AvBED97, BCC93, BF99, Ble92, BMHH97, BT92, BT93b, Bun97, Che94,
CT96b, CW95, Dah96, DEJ95, Fe98, KC91a, KC91b, LFvdH97, MM97a,
MM97b, MR94c, MRC95, Pal90, PIM94, WC95, dHNRR2b, vEB93]. Low
[AMA90, BM99, CCM99, DFF96, DFHPR90, Gar96, LM94a, Mom94, Sal95,
Sitt96, BDM90, BZ97, Con96, Gar94, JR94, Ken97, LM96, MOS90b, MOS91b,
Mar92d, Nev95, Par91, Pei95, PN96, PN97, PTN93, SO91].

Low-temperature [DFF96, LM94a, Sal95, BZ97, JR94, LM96, MOS90b, Mar92d, Par91, Pei95].

Low-viscosity [DFHR90]. Lower [Gol99, FMP92, HSS93, HSS95, Io99, Woh97a]. LSW [NP99b, Pen97].

Lumley [Sta97]. lure [Sta97c]. Lushnikov [BP90]. Luttinger [FLS96].

Lyapunov [BCP98, CT96b, Che97a, CD90, DK96, Gar97, GKC94, LC95a, LPT96, LPT97, Mar93b, NV93, PPS95, SGH93, Shi92, Wei99, vHW93].

M [Pod98a, Sac98]. Ma [PSP94]. Machine [Hén92, ABF+95, BS90b].


Macromolecules [FSB91, Pod95a, Pod97]. macrophysics [Git92b].

Macroscopic [Gra90, LC95a, Sto97a, Cag90, SH95, GL97]. Macrotransport [Bre91].

Magnetic [GZ98, HLW99, Yos98, BK96a, BHKL95, CGK94, CR94, DM94, Gar96, HMV90, JMM87, LP90a, Luc93, OR95b, YK91].

Magnetically [AEWF91]. magnetism [Kun94]. magnetization [NL95a, CN90, KG90, Ki92, MCC90, RS91b, Pat94]. magnetization-energy [CN90].

Magnetized [CCST90]. Magnetizing [CKK99]. magnetofluid [JT97].

Magnetohydrodynamics [CMMC92, SS90]. magnetotactic [vK95b].

Magnets [ZF98, Gar94, Gar96]. Magnons [MKK97].

Majority [Ken97, Moo97, Che97a, Ga90, HP91, Ken93, TC93, dSCT91, dO92].

Majority-Vote [Moo97, dO92]. males [Ber97a]. Man [BGL99].

Manne [DM90, Ste90, WL95]. Manev [BDIV97, IVDB98].

manifestations [Git93b]. manifolds [Pol92, dlL97]. Many [BMS91, Leg98, RS97a, Sal99, VB90b, AZP97, BGP95b, Bu90, CV93a, DFF96, For93, For94, Gay92, GSH90, Gri94, GKT93, KT94, LP91, LMM92, Nas91, OR91, OB91a, YIK95]. many-arm [OB91a]. Many-Body [Leg98, RS97a, BMS91, VB90b, Bu90, For93, For94, GSH90, Gri94, GKT93, KT94, LP91]. many-frequency [CV93a]. many-particle [LMM92, OR91, YIK95]. Map [DO97, Jus98, KK98, BBC+95, BLL90, CG93, Dol97, Fer96, FR97, Jus95, LSV93, LBK96, Pey91, PM91, Ste90, TG95, Vai92, WK90].

Mapping [Has98, FMR94, Göt96, ZM93, ZXZY94]. mappings [BG94, Lov94]. Maps [Col98, Hay99, KOJ98, LC99, PS92e, Ste99a, Tan98, Wei99, AC91, BNN97, BCC92, BK92b, CC91b, CK91, FT90b, FT09c, GRZ90, HG92, HS91, IP90, KK94a, LB94, Liv95, OD96, PW97, Rad93, Rei96a, Rei96b, RB94, STV94, Tha95, YT90, YT91, vEFK95]. Margulis [Sim94a]. Markov [Bak93, Bak94, Bak98, Che99a, DN97, Ers94, OS95, OS96a, Sch93a, Sco93, vWL95].


massive
[BPH94b, BHP94, BCF90, BG96]. **Master**

[MJ90, PBSR97, Sch97b, vKO97, Ano99c]. **Materials**

[BRT98, CCF99, WWW95]. **Mathematical**

[Ano99i, Ano99-31, BB95a, GS90c, Pea95, Pes93]. **Mathematics**

[Ano91a, Bru94]. **Mathieu**

[MJ90, PBSR97, Sch97b, vKO97, Ano99c]. **Mathematics**

[Ano91a, Bru94]. **Matrix**

[BW99, Klo98, Shi98, TW98, BF97, Bax91, Bax93b, CD90, Dev91b, Eva92, FM91, FN97, GK96, HJ90, Kom93, LMM92, Mar93b, Pey91]. **Matrix**

[HP97, LW98a, Wi99, BC96, FZ97, Fu90b, Koo95, MD97, PS97a, PB90, Per91, PS91c, Vie94, Vie95, dMPS95]. **Matrix-product** [HP97]. **matter**

[Kie90, KK93b, Pod96, Sel97]. **Matti** [Oze93]. **Maximal** [NV93, Ish95]. **maximize** [MSG95]. **Maximum** [MC93, Wei93a, Eng92, PSZ93, Rob91]. **maximum-entropy** [Rob91]. **Maxwell**

[Dom97, APT94, FK94c, TV99, Dom92]. **Maxwellian** [BCCP98]. **Mayer**

[BW88, Joy90, PPNM97, WB99]. **McKean** [DdH96]. **Me** [STA95]. **Mean**

[AC98, AG98, CCMS99, DJB98, Gar97, GR98, Kül98, Maz98, APT94, BKK+92, BT91, BM92a, Ble90, BR91, BB95b, BHP96, BD93, Cam91, CPP94, Che97b, Dan93, DDG97, DDG96, FKV91, FR96, GS93a, GS94, HS97, Kül97, LS92, NS95, OSE93, Pen91b, PSZ93, PS91c, Sch90b, VBF97, Wu95]. **Mean-Field** [CCMS99, DJB98, GR98, Kül98, APT94, BKK+92, BT91, BM92a, CPP94, FKV91, FR96, GS93a, GS94, Kül97, LS92, NS95, Pen91b, PS91c, Sch90b, Wu95]. **mean-spherical** [HS97]. **Means**

[AC98, AG98, CCMS99, DJB98, Gar97, GR98, Kül98, Maz98, APT94, BKK+92, BT91, BM92a, CPP94, FKV91, FR96, GS93a, GS94, HS97, Kül97, LS92, NS95, OSE93, Pen91b, PSZ93, PS91c, Sch90b, Wu95]. **measured** [Lie93]. **measurement** [RHH91, Opp98b]. **Measurements**

[AC98, AG98, CCMS99, DJB98, Gar97, GR98, Kül98, Maz98, APT94, BKK+92, BT91, BM92a, CPP94, FKV91, FR96, GS93a, GS94, HS97, Kül97, LS92, NS95, OSE93, Pen91b, PSZ93, PS91c, Sch90b, VBF97, Wu95]. **measuring** [Pom93b]. **mechanical** [BK197a, MR94b, vK95a]. **mechanically** [MG95]. **Mechanics**

[Ano90m, Ano90p, Ano91a, Ano91o, Ano93a, Ano97f, Ano98p, Ano99g, Ano99f, Ano99-28, Ano99-31, BJ98, CG99b, Leb90, Leb91, Leb92a, Leb92b, Leb93a, Leb94b, Leb94c, Leb95b, Leb95c, Leb96, Leb97b, Leb97c, Leb98, McK99, Opp98a, Opp98c, PS99a, Rue99, AEWF91, Ano91q, Ano92b, Ano92q, Bax95, BM95, Bri96b, CHG94, DN97, DK96, DG92a, Ed93, GMN94, HH96, Joh90, Joy96, Kar94, KY93b, KH94, LMS90, Leb97d, Mac95b, Mck95, Muk95, O'C93b, OS91, Oma91, Opp96a, Pea95, Pod97, RR97a, Rue96, Saz95b, Sza97, dMPS95, d9D, vK97, vdBV93]. **mechanics/mathematical** [Pea95]. **mechanism** [CLS90, GL93, RM93]. **mechanisms** [CO96a, CS91c]. **Media**

[BGW98, BCCP98, BSdB+98, GBCB99, SB97b, SB98, Ber97b, BK93, BK96b, Bre91, CB90, Cd93, DH96, DC94, Eng91, EP92, FK94a, GMCP96, GS91b, GGL90, GD91b, GH91a, Koh91a, LBT97, ML91a, Mar94a, Nos93, PP93, PX93, PANG+95, SB97a, Sza93, Xin93, Zha92, Zha96b, vK91]. **Medium** [Bro98, MS98b, SB97b, Bre91, BMS97, BS91b, CM95, CD91b, ED92b, FIS96, Fig92b, KPW91, NB90, SB97a, SS92a]. **Meeting**
[Ano90o, Ano91a, Ano91q, Ano93a, Leb92a, Ano92b, Ano92p, Pea95, Ano90m, Ano91o, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano98p, Ano99-28, Ano99-29, Leb90, Leb91, Leb92b, Leb93a, Leb93b, Leb94b, Leb94c, Leb95b, Leb95c, Leb96, Leb97b, Leb97c, Leb98, Leb97d]. **Meissner** [PWG97, Sew90]. **Melbourne** [Ano91a]. **Mellin** [OTT92]. **Meets** [PWG97, Sew90]. **Meets** [AN99-28]. **Melts** [CDM90]. **Melzer** [War96b]. **Memberships** [MSS98a]. **Membrane** [AQ98, Bkw90, RS94]. **Membranes** [DMB97, Pod95b, WF91]. **Memoriam** [Ano96h]. **Memories** [DD91]. **Memory** [FMP92, Hei94, Kaw97, RM93, Shu93, Vol94]. **Meniscus** [CDM90]. **Meromorphic** [OTT92]. **Mesh** [DT93]. **Mesoscopic** [Ber99, CGK94, Mar93a]. **Meta** [Ano98o]. **Metal** [SBZ98, AM94c]. **Metallic** [Dev91b]. **Metastable** [KE97, Kli91, Pei95, Pen95c, Sle96, BK94a]. **Metastases** [K¨ul97, K¨ul98]. **Meteorological** [JVH98]. **Method** [AQ98, Bak98, CGTM99, Fuj98, JSO99, NP99a, Sac98, Bak93, Bak94, Bha90, BV94, DZ94, Dua90, FS93, GAA97, GMO91, GK95, HS91, HS92b, JS95, Kom93, MHL92, MW95, Mor90, PSZ93, RDWW93, SL97a, SL97b, SMD92, SP97, Sta97b, Wag92, YP95, dME90, SL91, Ano99f]. **Methods** [Ano99i, Ano99e, Git92b, Bmp90, DN97, DT93, EMHM95, Gd96, GB90, Jes96, JLS96, KPSW95, MS90b, NFID92, SF91, War96a]. **Metric** [Ano99i, Ano99e, Git92b, BMP90, DN97, DT93, EMHM95, Gd96, GB90, Jes96, JLS96, KPSW95, MS90b, NFID92, SF91, War96a]. **Metrics** [GTW95, TV99]. **Metropolis** [MHDa90]. **Micro** [Ano98o]. **Microcanonical** [GL98, MF92, TP92, BMOT90]. **Microphysics** [Git92b]. **Microscopic** [ABPSJ90b, BP97, CLD94, GJLL99, Jar99, Kaw98, SF94, SO92a, SO92b, WL92, WLC94, BPH94b, Cag90, DKS93, Mie90, OS91, PN94]. **Microscopic-based** [WL92, WLC94]. **Microscopically** [Cro98]. **Microwave** [SHW92]. **Midwest** [Ano93a]. **Migration** [BC94]. **Mineral** [Fra94]. **Minima** [Bcp96, Mie93]. **Minimal** [BGL98, PK97, RHd8+91, GS93c, M¨ur90]. **Minimum** [EK99, KD98, Mie93]. **Miscible** [HR92a]. **Misfit** [FPL99, NF99]. **Misra** [SAT94]. **Mix** [GJ99]. **Mix** [Per90]. **Mixing** [BCO99, Q90b, AT90, DW91, Pol92, Yos97, Zha92]. **Mixing-length** [Zha92]. **Mixture** [MS94, Per97, Pol90b, Pol91a, Sha95]. **Mixtures** [BC98b, BHP96, CFP91, Dua90, RBB95, SS90, WT93]. **Mobile** [DRbA99, TZ97]. **Mobilization** [WLC94]. **M¨obius** [AE90, Mor90]. **Mode** [Alb94, HS95a]. **Model** [Ab98, AE97, Alb98, ABT99, AC99, Bak98, Bat98, BC99a, BES98, Bax98, Bnk98, BHS99, BGM98, BRZ98, BD99, Bov98a, Bve99b, Bv98, CJ98, CL98, CGTM99, CBK99, DP97, DRbA99, ES98, Fig92b, Fuj98, GW99, GS90a, GM98, GR98, GS98, HL97b, HDS98, HY98, KS97a, Ken98, KE97, KRT99, Kn99, KNS98, KPS98, KD98, KW98, Ky97, MRV99, MPR98, MP98a, NOZ99, NFL99, PPO99, PG99, PG99, Pri92, Rau98, SEW98, SER99, SS97c, SM99, ST99, SK99, Ser98, SW99b, Wat99, Zhi98, ZP99, dVOS98, dISG99, vdh98, ADG96, AN91a, AK92, Aiz94, Alb94, ABHP90, All95, ABK94, AdAI92, ABS91b, AAR92, BLS94, BM96a, BT91, ...
BJ90, Bak93, Bak94, BZW92, BM96b, Bar90, BQ90a, Bax91, Bax93a, Bak93b, Bak96, BS90a, BB93, BSTV94a. **Model** [BSTV94b, BC92, Bel93b, BAK91, BMO95, BRT90a, BMO6, BFG93, BS90b, Bin92, BL94, BRZ95, BRZ96, BMHH97, BTR95, dAB91a, BC96, BB94, BP93b, Bov90, BP91a, BG92, BK92c, BG93c, BG93d, BG95b, BHJ92, BFB94, BG96, BT90c, BD93, BJKZ90, BM90, BS95, BL90, CCRM95, Cer94, CGMS96, CT96a, CDD91, CD91a, Cho97, Cho92, C90a, CLHS91, CDD94, CS91a, CS91b, Con96, CQ90, CC91c, Dan93, DMM94, DG90, DW91, DMM92, DEM95, DHP96, Dev91a, DM94, EM95, EFG95, FA91, FMP92, FP90, Fin92, FT90a, FT91, FT94a, FG94, FR96, Fra94, Fuj90a, Fuj90b, Fuj91, Fuj96, FMOU90, GPSS93, Gar91, Gay92, GSC90, Gia91, GS91b, GP92, GM90, GH94, GK91, GS97, Gre90, GJ92, GUJ94].

**Model** [GMMU97, Gry92, GR97, Hagen96, HMY96, HZLD97, HP91, HH93, Hén92, Heu93, HH95a, HS95, HS97, HS95b, HH96, HT91, HR92b, HPS93, IW93, Ino90, IT91, Iof94, JSC91, Jan94, Jez96, JK93, Joy90, KH96, Kar95, KS93a, KLF97, KS93b, Kho90, Kho91a, Krt97, Kwh93, KF90, Koh90, KS93c, KM97, Kv92, KT91, KLMM90, KO93, KO94, KL91, Kout90, Koz97, KA94, LOP91, LM94a, LH94, LM94b, LH92, LP90b, LHH92, LPR91a, LPR91b, Maj93, Man90, MM96, Mar92a, Mar93a, Mar92b, MW00, MH9A0, M90b, M93, Mar94c, MJ94, M96a, MGA97, ML91b, MB9D9, MHB90, MOR94, MO96b, MNO97, MOT90, Mie90, Mie91, MD94, MZ96, MC92b, MS90b, M94, M95, MN92, Nas91, NFID92, NS95]. **Model** [NS96, No92, OB95, OB96, Ord92, OP93, P93, PS94a, PPS95, P95a, PST94, PS92a, PZ91, Pat93, Pat94, Pat96, P94a, Pen95a, Pen91b, Per91, PV95, PV97, PTZ91, PR94b, PPR93, PS93b, Pok93b, Pol90a, PSP94, PS97c, PTN93, PN94, QdL92, Red94, RW91, RS92a, Rie93, RV97, RDW93, RK93, Rut92, S95a, SS96a, SS97b, Sam95, STA95, ST95, S92a, ST92, SS96b, SO91, Sch94c, SS92b, SP91, Sen92, SMS96, SD95, Shi93a, Shi93, Ste96, Smi90, SC96, SCM96, Spe91, Sta94b, Ste97, SH90, Str95, So92a, Sitt96, SZ91, TC91, TBK90a, TB90b, Tan92, TF92, TF93a, TF93b, TV96, TK97, TZ97, TC93, Uen95, VZ92, VZ94, VZ95, WG96, War96a, War96b, Wee91, WPK95, YB91, Yan96, Yau94, ZHD95, ZHCD95, dABM90]. **Model** [dABR91, dME90, dMP91, dMPZ92, dO92, dOCS95, dHNR92b, dHNR94, vB90a, vD90, vH93, vK95a]. **Modeled** [COA95]. **Modeling** [AAH98, A99k, CCF99, DLPS99, EA98, FPL99, vdBJ91, CDPP90, RR97a, Tha95].

**Models** [AC98, AKMR98, ACC98, A99k, BC98a, BC98b, BC99b, Bon99, BG97b, BDS99, BHW99, BP98, CISS99, CCMS99, CGM+98, DFF99, FV97, FS99, GZ98, KOJ98, Kiib98, LW98a, LM98, LZ98, Mic98, Mic99, PS98, Pat98, SSL97, SR93, SZ99, S99, Uel99, Wag98, Whe99, WC98, Ahm96, AG91, Alb92, Aid93, AvBED97, ABL97, AYP95, BM92a, BM97, Bax95, BB92a, BPO96, Ben92a, BDM90, BDDM90, BLO97, BCPV97, BCK97, BKM91, BM95, BK96b, BZ97, BT93b, But93, CMVG95, CB94, CLY92, CS90b, CO97, CD91b, CP93,
Cor95, CMPS97, DLM+90, Eng91, FK91, FN92, FL94, FK94a, FJ93, FN95, GMC96, GM94, GD96, GAA+93, GK94, GS90c, GS93c, Gri94, Gri95, HM92a, HW97a, HS94a, HY96, HR92a, Ish95, IOT92, JD93, KS97b].

models

[Kaw96, Ker93, KGM92, KF97, KW97, Kra94, Kül97, KB97b, LMR93, LF90, Lon93, Lov94, Mac95b, MG94, MR94a, ML91a, Maj94, Mar94a, MOS90b, Mat90, MGA95, Mon91a, Mon92, Mon97, Mou92, MHM94, Mühl93, Nag95, Ném91, NR90, O’C93b, OL97, PS92b, PS93a, PB90, PO93, Pok93a, PSP94, PN97, PB95, PO95, PR90, QO95, RHA97, RK90, RT90, Ray91, RW92, SS97a, ST93, Spe93, Spo93, Sp95, Tas96, UO91, Wag95, WPSN94, WK97, Whi94, Wu96, YHK96, dSCT91, vD97, vEAD90, vEAD91, Ano99j].

Modern [Ano99c, Ano99i, Wid98, Bru94, Row97, Sta97c, Ano99d].

Modes [BGK98, FP90, SP93].

Modulated [BK91, KOT98, GGM91, LLH92].

Molecular [GUJ94].

Molecules [LC91, MC92b, RC97].

Motion [BES98, DOPT93, ESB98, FL94, MS95b, Mol98, Tay99, TNN99, WG93, BJ97, BPH94b, BPH94, Che91, CF97, CDM93, CO96b, Dev91a, Dow91b, FMS97, Ger90, Go90, HL97a, IMS92, KK92, Lau95, Mc95, MQ91, MZ93, NP99a, OB91a, OvR96, Pd90, PBR97, Rie93, RDW93, ST97, SW99a, SBH92, Se97, TBK90a, TBK90b, tvR96, TFD90, Wag92, WB92, YB91, ZK93, dSCT91, Ano99e].

Monotonicity [O’B90, AG91].

Monte

[Alb92, ALLZ96, Bak93, BZW90, BM96b, BHJ92, CPS90, CC94b, Deu92, DJB98, DT93, EMHM95, FS99, FLB91, FS93, GAA+93, GMM90, GP93, GB90, HMF96, Heu93, HCW96, JS95, Jes96, Kal91, KS97a, Kom93, KKS92, KKB93, KK94b, L90a, MOS90a, Mv97, MC94, Mar92d, MB90, MW95, MK92, NP99a, OB91a, OvR96, Pd90, PBR97, Rie93, RDW93, ST97, SW99a, SBH92, Se97, TBK90a, TBK90b, tvR96, TFD90, Wag92, WB92, YB91, ZK93, dSCT91, Ano99e].

Motors

[WH98].

Moving [YS97].

MSA

[HTPH93].

Multi

[LW98a, Zha92].

Multibaker

[TG95].

Multibondic

[CJK98].

Multicanonic

[Ber96, JS95].

Multicomponent

[SD95, CL95, YP95].

Multidimensional

[FM99, GK99, Bal92a, Bal92b, DZ94, ET90, Ers92, Lov94, Che94].

Multifractal

[Ber97b, Ber99, CLT90a, CLT90b, HHD96, Hua97, Mol95, Mol98, MCC90, Por98, ABJM97, BMP92, DF93, Eyi95a, FT90b, FT90c, FT90c, FT90c].
[ACG96, BAZ90, BCF90, CvD98, FS93, Hay96, MT94, OBB95, QO95, ST99, BB91, BMO95, Bha90, BG93b, BvV95, CO97, DN97, Eva92, FR90, GK95, HKV91, KP92, MOR94, Rap92b, dIL92, BSTV94b, KPSW95].


One [Ano99g, Ano99j, AHR98, ASl99, Bak93, BAZ98, BF99, BCCP98, BHS99, BCL+99, BRZ96, BMPZ98, BP98, CP99, DHS98a, DA99, DC98, DPS90, Has98, KM97, MP94, Mü93, Nag98, Rub91, ST90, ST99, SZ99, vDH98, APB96, ABPSJ90a, ABPSJ90b, AE91, BJ90, Bar96, BG90a, BAP93, BCF90, CW96, CG94, CT95, CMP97, DDM92, DEM95, DHP96, DLS97, DMB97, Elo94, FA91, FM93a, FP90, GRZ90, GM98, GM96, Gre90, GUJ94, HW97a, HW97b, HRS97, HP97, HH90, Hor93, HS97, HJ90, Ino90, JMM97, JLM95, Joy90, Ker93, Koh92a, Kra96, KPW95, KPSW95, Kru92, LBK96, MR94a, Mar92b, MP96, MDB97, Mic91, MF92, Mi91a, MC92b, Mon94, MP93, MP96, MPSW95, Per90, Per97, Po90a, PS93c, Pri92, QdL92, Rei96a, Rei96b, RB90].

One- [ASl99, MR94a, Sut92]. One-Component [Has98, JMM97, JLM95, RW90, SP95a]. One-Dimensional [Ano99j, AHR98, BAZ98, BF99, BCCP98, BHS99, BCL+99, BMPZ98, BP98, CP99, DHS98a, DC98, Nag98, ST90, SZ99, vDH98, BAK93, BRZ96, DPS90, MP94, Mü93, Rub91, ST90, ABPSJ90a, ABPSJ90b, AE91, Bar96, BG90a, BAP93, BCF90, CG94, CT95, CMP97, DDM92, DEM95, DHP96, Elo94, FM93a, FP90, GR90, Gre90, GUJ94, HW97a, HW97b, HRS97, HP97, HH90, Hor93, Ino90, Joy90, Ker93, KPW95, KPSW95, LBK96, Mar92b, MP96, MDB97, Mic91, MF92, MC92b, Mon94, MP93, MP96, MPSW95, Per90, Per97, Po90a, PS93c, QdL92, Rei96a, Rei96b, RBF93, RS92c, Sch93c, SD93, Spe91, Too95, TZ97, YHH96, YL96, Zeg94, dABMR90, dB91, vB91, vEM92, ST91].

One-particle [KM97, HJ90]. one-site [GM98, GM96]. one-state [dABMR90]. Onsager [LHF95, An95b, An95i, Bax95, BB95, GJLL99, Gal96, Kau95, Kho90, Leb95a, Lyo95, Mac95a, Mi95, Nag95, Pen95b, RC97, Sha95, SH95, UI96, vK91]. onset [MdB91]. Open [GD99, DDM92, DEM95, Gas97, Ish96, LHF95, Muk91]. Operator [Ger99, Buo90, DP91, Ers94, Jus92, MQ91, MZ90, Pol91b, SY90, Sta92].
[AC97c, AC97d, KPWH95, KPSW95, Too94a]. Partial
[AG99, BNWR93, GMH98, Dow91a, FdlL92b, MS93a]. partially
[BOP94, DLM*90, LMR93, OPB93, PB95]. Particle [BHK98, Ban99, Che98, FE98, Zhi98, Bel93a, Bel95, BFSV91, BP97, BCF90, BL91a, BL91b, CC97, CDPP90, CR97, EM94, GAA97, Gia91, GL97, GW93b, HT90a, Han95, HRS97, HJ90, Koh91c, KM97, KK91b, LOP91, LMM92, NBM90, Niu91, OR91, PP91, PP95, Pri93, RM97, SL93a, Sza93, YIK95].

particle-conserving [Koh91c]. Particles
[Asl99, BE99, BL99, CT98b, DrbA99, Don99, KT99, AL95b, AM94c, AEA93, Ber94a, BF93, BLS91, BHP97, Cd93, Cor95, Da97, FM93a, FJ92, FSB91, Geo95, HL97a, LhBBS97, Lan94, MG94, OAB+96, Pen91a, Pow91, Ros93, Sch95b, SLSA91, SCM96, Str97, TH96, vDL95]. Particlewise [SK99].

particular [CCRM95]. Partition
[BGP95a, BL93, Gol99, RS92c, Bha90, HWvB97, MRC95, Sni90, Zyl90].

Partitions [Km99, AZP97]. Partridge [Jan94]. Passage
[BRT98, BAP93, Bin92, KG90, LK95, Men92, TDSR95, YL96, vK93].

Passive [BG98, CK98, Gk99, Ber94b, CLT90b, KW96, LFtH91, MS95b].

past [PTZ91, VW93, WH95]. Path [Go99, HS94b, AZ96, BG96, Che97b, DDG97, DDG96, Kho90, RHdS+91, SR90].

Pathological [vEFK95]. pathologies [HK96, MO93, MO95, vEFS93].

pathology [RW91]. pathology-free [RW91]. Paths

Pattern [ASKK95, ABK94, Rot93, Cla91b, GP91, Mac93]. Pattern-specific [ASKK95]. Patterns
[BsdB+98, IdRB98, JG98, LMN98, MG99, MdBM91, SL95, WM98, BK91, BGP95b, C994, CPPG91, Gay92, Git92d, TC91, Wa91, vB91].

pausing [HW90]. Pawl [MS98a]. Peierls-Fröhlich [PVZ94].

Peierls-Fröhlich [PVZ94]. penalty [Ken94]. percolated [Uen95].

percolating [SR90]. Percolation
[AM94a, BP94b, BRT98, BGL98, CCMS99, DLB*98, Gan91, HW97, JSA98, KNS98, LK98, RSW98, Too99, dMM98, AN91b, AG91, AEA93, BK92a, BDM90, BK95a, Ber97b, BG93b, Bha93, BTY91, CPP97, Cho92, CT95, DM90, DB90b, DR91, GS93a, GL95, GS90b, Gra95, GM97b, HKV91, HA97, HCV96, JK93, KIKK97, KS93b, KZ93, KS92, LPPSA92, LC91, LS92, MRS94, MHB90, MS94, NY95, Num94, Oku90, Orz96, Pae90, PS92a, PS92b, PS93a, PR94a, Pin94, PS91c, PHS*97, Rom90, RCB90, RB90, SA91, SR95, Sch90a, Sch92, Ste95a, VDH97, WL95, Wu97a, YZ92, vEAD90, vEAD91].

percolation-like [Sch90a]. percolative [GS95, OR91]. Percus
[BV90b, GGM91, HSW97]. Perfect [PS97b, Rob91]. performs [EN92a]. perimeter [Mer90, SF91]. period [GM88, GM96, dSVG90]. Periodic
[BFPR99, M94c, PAB*93, Pom93a, SBZ98, TNN99, TZ97, AC91, BRR96, Ble92, Buber91, Che91, Che94, CT96b, Cd93, DDG97, DDG96, Fig93, FK94c, Fig94, For90a, For91, FM93b, GW94c, IMS92, KF93, MM97b, Mer92,
periodically
periodicity
periodically-forced
Permutative
Perron
Persistence
Perpertubation
Perturbative
Perturbative
Phase
Phase-Separating
Phase-Field
Phenomenological
Phenomenology
Phenomenon
Phenomenonic
Phononic
Photonic
physically
Physicist
physicists
Physics
Physics
Possible [BB94]. Potassium [LY97]. Potential
[Don99, NK99, Naw98, SBZ98, AZ96, BD94, BGM97, Bra91, CCT96, Che91,
DP91, DF93, DMRR92, For90b, IMS92, MS93b, NS95, OR91, Sni95, Sut92,
TB95, WG93, vLH97]. Potentials
[B99, BP98, CMP97, PZ99, ABCP96, CM95, DE96, Dou92, FM93b, RC97].
Potts [AYP95, BC98a, BM96b, Bax91, Bax93a, Bax96, Bax98,
BS90a, BVZ93, dAB91a, BKMS91, BC96, CISS99, CJK98, DKMM94, Dav91,
DHF96, DJB98, FMP92, FS99, FT90a, FT91, FMOU90, Gay92, GH94, Gri94,
Hon96, KLT97, KM93, Ked93, Kho90, Kho91a, Kin99, KLMR90, Mat90,
MO96a, ML91b, OB95b, OB96, SS97a, SS97b, SS97c, SS98, Whi94, WPK95,
dABMR90, dABR91, dOdOCS95]. Potts-spin [FT90a, FT91]. Powders
[Sta98, MND92]. Power
[IT91, MKP90, MK91, BCFM95, Kom93, LF93, Mar90a]. Power-law
[MKP90, MK91, Mar90a], pp [Sre98]. practical [BB92b]. Prandtl
[BP93b, CD99]. preasymptotic [CHG94]. precipitation [Kar95].
predissolution [Kar95]. Precision [FS99, Koh90, LS90a]. Predicting
[GW99]. Prediction [PM99]. predictions
[BM96b, Dow91b, LS90a]. Predictive [EA98]. Preface
[AKL91, An99, BL97, BHM+93, GL94, LR92, Leb94a, Leb97a, LST98].
Preliminaries [Fe94]. Preliminary [SHG91]. prepared [ Cla91b].
presence [BT90d, FdIL92a, GHW91, GS95, OTH92, Rub91, Rue97, WMS90,
WH91, YK91]. presented [Bal91]. Preserving
[GD99, BCCF92, C91b, G97, YT90]. Press
[Bry98, Git98, Opp98b, Pod98b, Pod98a, Rap98, Sac98, Sre98]. Pressure
[Mer99, Bav94, FY93, Sm94]. Prigogine [SAT94]. primary [TKG93].
principal [GP91]. Principle [BQ90b, BP98, CLLL98, Che99a, Le99a,
Gal97, GS97, Mir90, PR94b, Rob91, dHN92a]. Principles
[BLPP98, Ber90a, Ber90b, Pod96]. Probabilistic
[Bra93, DN94a, Lov94, AEG92, BKM93, Kot95, LMS90, PS90].
probabilities [LPPSA92, Mi92, Mol97, OS95, OS96a, Pri94]. Probability
[DDG97, JR91a, Kus99, TF93a, TV99, ABP96, AC95, Bru94, CC91e, GTW95,
GM88, GM96, GH97, KK97, KKK97, Man93, PER95c, Red94, Ric97, Wu97a].
Problem [BS98, BE99, PM99, Sam99, Sos99, BL94, CO96b, CD90, CD91b,
Dal97, FLS96, GS91a, Kon93, LP91, LS91a, LS92, MS96a, Nev95, OS95,
OS96a, Phi94, SS96b, WT92]. Problems
[Baz98, Hei98, SS99, Bob97, BMP90, Cag90, CW96, FLS95, GK95, IS96, Opp95, WMTR90, vdBV93].
procedure [ILF92]. Procedures [RSSS98, BP94a]. Process
[An94a, AG98, BW98a, BBD99, DMR97, DR98, DGLS98, GJ99, RSS98,
Sal99, dM90, A95, AC92, Che97a, CM92, DM90, DJLS93, DLS97,
FFK94, GPSS93, GHW91, Hor93, JL94, KK91a, Mac97, MM93, SP95b,
Sch94b, Sch96a, Sch95c, SD93, Sch97b, Sim96, SO92a, Swe97, WL95].
Processes
[AK99, Che99a, Gui99, Jar99, Nag98, Sch98, Bel93b, BKL97b, Ber97c,
Bre91, BO91b, Che90, Cd91a, Cd91b, DHH96, Don95, ED96, EN93, Ger90,

quadratic [FT94b, SY90]. qualitative [Mar92c]. quantization [Sze96]. quantized [HS94b]. Quantum [Abd98, AKR98, AKMR98, Ano96k, Ano99b, AC99, ADE98, AZ98, BJ98, BO99a, BO99b, BM92b, BBL96, Br96a, DDDZ97, DGZ92a, DGZ92b, FM99, FV97, FL99, Gar98, Git93a, Git93b, Git97, GW94d, HLW99, Ish96, Kar99, LFvW98, LPO98, MS99, Mar92c, Mom96, Nin91, Opp98b, Par91, SBB98, WBG98, ZFB99, vWL95, AC97d, AS91b, AC90a, Ami96, APT94, Ano92p, BKL97a, BG90a, BL94, BK94b, BJL91, Bu90, CDOW95, Che91, CJ92, Com90, Com91a, DFF96, Dev91b, DK96, ELMD90, EFL93, FKV91, For93, Fri90, FT94b, FST97, GS90a, GSH90, GS93c, GB94, GGP92, Joy96, KN93, Kar94, KG95, Kaw96, KT94, KM96, Kra97, LB94, Lnu94, LR92, Lju91, Los90a, Los90b, LVY92, Luc93, Mat90, MQ91, MZMQ90, Mey96, Mom94, MVZ97, O'C93b, Om91, PY95]. quantum [RW96a, RBGW92, Sam95, SWH94, Sn90, Sto97a, VZ92, VZ95.
ZK93, dO95, vK95a, vKO97, Sac98]. Quartic [Naw98]. Quasi
[MS99, MKK97, TNN99, Git92d, MP93, WC95]. Quasi-Bound [MKK97].
quasi-lattices [WC95]. quasi-one-dimensional [MP93]. Quasi-Periodic
[TNN99]. quasi-regular [Git92d]. Quasiaverage [Pat93]. Quasiclassical
[Pra98, ELMD+90]. quasicrystal [LPW92]. Quasicrystalline
[Mie97, Mie90]. Quasicrystals [Mie99, Rad99, Bur91]. Quasilocality
[Le99b, Häg96, FV95]. Quasiparticle [VB98, BG90a]. Quasiperiodic
[BF98, DF98, WJL92, GGL90, Hof96, JK93, Koh92a, SHW94].
Quasipotentials [H94]. Quasi-periodic [BF98, DF98, WC98, BJL92, GGL90, Hof96, JK93, Koh92a, SHW94].
Quasiparticles [BP91a, BG93d, BK96b, BL91a, BBOC91, BS91b, BH91, BP91b, CB90, Com91b, CD90, CD91b, DdH96, DF93, DC94, DM90, Dou95, Dou95, Dou92, DB90b]. random
[DBB+92, EMHM95, EN92a, Eva92, ED92b, FP97, FZ97, Fig92a, FK94a, FK94b, FN97, G96, GBN92, GS92, GS90b, GS91b, MP90, GDH91b, GDH91a, Gri94, Gri95, GZ97, Häg96, HW97b, Hav90, Ho96, HS92c, IW93, KNV93, KWG96, KP91, Kot95, Kon90, KP91b, Kra92, LM91, LB96, LP92, LS90b, LSP91, MG96, Mar93b, MW91, MW94, MBF97, Mil92, MH92, NS95, Nos93, Oer95, OS96b, Orz96, PP93, PSP95, PS97a, Per94, PV95, Piz97, PSP94, PANG+95, Rad93, Ram93, Red94, Ric93, Rom90, Rot93, Rub91, Rue97, SSA94, SG90, SA95, SP94, SZ96, Tel90, TK97, VR97b, WC96, WA90, W97a, W97c, WMS90, WH91, Zeg94, Z93, dG97, dMP91, dM95, dHNS92, dHN92b, dHR94, vWH97]. Random-bond
[CR94]. Random-Cluster [Bis98, Häg98, PV97, Gri94, Gri95, Häg96].
random-field [BRZ96]. Random-matrix [Per91]. Random-random
[ACP+92, ABPSJ90a, ABPSJ90b, ABPSJ91b]. random-resistor
[DB90b, DBB+92]. random-site [VR97b]. Randomly
[LR96, FV92, LM96, MM90b, Mi92]. Randomness
[CK99b, DGZ92a, Lin93]. Range
[AKR98, AP99, BE98, BL99, IRB+99, LMP99, Lef99b, Mer99, SZ99, VHR98, vEM98, ABL97, BKL97b, BT90c, CPP94, CS92, Con90, GL97, Jez96, Ker93, KB97a, K95, KT91, LS97, Mac90, Maj93, MG92, NP94, OPS93,
Ranged [GSM98, ML91b]. Rapaport [Pod98b]. Rapidly [GJ99]. rarefied [CC94b, Sha95]. rat [CV96]. Ratchet [KW98, MS98a]. Rate [BC99c, CCO99, Zha96a, CC92, Ger90, LOP96b, LOP96a, NBM90, RB91, Sch96b].


Reacting [DRbA99]. Reaction [BB98, DRbA99, IdRB98, NMHS99, OB91b, PX91, Sch95b, SS99, dRIB99, dB91, Alb92, Alb95, AIP96, BLS91, Che90, CHS91, CKS91, DW91, DBH91, GMM90, Kho90, KK91c, Koz94, Koz96, KPWH95, KPSW95, LC95b, Par91, QO95, RM93, Ric97, RR97b, Sch96b, THK^91, Tor91, TP92, Xin93, Yan94, ZKB91a, bABD90, vD90, LC97].

Reaction-diffusion [Sch95b, Che90, GMM90, Koz96, KPWH95, RR97b, THK^91, Xin93, vD90]. Reactions [SK98, BL91b, BB97, CSB97, KK93b, LSK91, LSKB91, OO91, Pri93, PGC95, RS92b, SZ91]. reactive [Git90a, PN96].

Real [GMTB95, PR94a, DN94b, HA97, MBF^97, NV93, Nos90]. Real-space [GMTB95, HA97]. real-world [Nos90]. realistic [BD94, CC94a].


Recurrent [BN97, BT92, DP91, For93, HSK91, Sim94c, TNN99, dHMP99]. Recurrent [Com91a, MW94, Tel90]. recursions [Ber96]. Red [MR94b]. reduced [LMM92].

Reduction [NM99, WB99, BW88, CK95]. redundant [ILF92].

Reentrant [Mik95]. reference [PPR93]. refined [Eyi95b]. Reflection [Bis98, AM94d, DS92]. reformulation [Ord92].

Regime [EML98, GM95, HT91, PS97c, Sch95a]. Regimes [WCT91, GW94a]. region [Bax96, CGMS96, IFR93, tLZ96, LLM95, MM96, Mar94c, Smi90]. regular [Git92d, JW97]. Regularity [Por98, vEFS93, Hol94].


Relation [BR91, Whc99, Wid99, BB93, BCF90, Bst93, Che91, HH95b, RW90, SP95a, SH95].

Relations [Bax98, LK98, Wat99, FLS95, KW93, Kru92, Sch97a, Sha95, vK91].

Relationship [DI93, JW93]. relationships [GBN92].

Relative [CFL98, Go99, LFV98]. Relativistic [CK99a, DMR97, DR98, VB98, DEJ92, LSS97]. relativity [Bri96a].

Relaxation [AMF98, Hen97, KT99, LB94, Oen95, Pol90b, WWW95, dMD98, vCEBS94, DR93, GN93, KG90, TDSR95, Too95, WK97, Xu95, YMMH93, KE97, Pol91a].

relaxations [CB94]. Relaxed [Yos97]. relevance [Jag91]. remanent [RS91b].

Remark [Aiz94, Sam99, AB92, Ben95b, Hof95, LM09, MR94a, SZ96, Wei95].
Remarks [DDG97, HH95b, Mar92a, Hof93, MO93, dO95]. remembered [Pen95b]. removal [SS92b]. Renewal [Iso99]. Renormalization [BCO99, Bry98, CGT99, CJB99, CO97, Col98, GRZ90, Git96b, GGP92, HW97a, LC95b, LC99, LIF92, OSE93, PRW99, Sch92, Sco93, Sle98, Wie97, dHS98b, AZ95, Bov90, BP91a, DH92, Ebe96, Gal90, GMTB95, GMTB96, HK96, HA97, HCW96, ILF92, Ken93, LM94b, Maj93, MO93, MO95, MNO97, Nay93, OC93a, PR94a, Per95b, PPW94, SR95, VZL97, YS97, dIL92, vEFS93, vEFK95, LC97]. Renormalization-Group [BCO99, CJB99, PRW99, HA97, MO93, MO95, PPW94, YS97, vEFS93, vEFK95]. Renormalized [BCO99, BT95, Lef99a, Wie97, Sal95]. Renormalizing [FZ97]. Repeller [LPR91a, LPR91b]. replicap [Koh90, PST94]. replica-symmetric [PST94]. replication [Rus94]. Reponse [Dor94]. Report [Ram95]. representability [HJ90]. representation [GN93, Hen97, O’C93b, P093, PV97]. Representatives [CMR98, CS91a, Spe97]. reproduction [ZSP90]. Reptation [BE98, ES98]. repulsion [ABP96, T694]. repulsive [Tan94]. requirement [Vol94]. Research [An92a, An991, B695]. reservoir [MPdIR93]. resistance [IT91, Zha96b]. Resistant [Sch99]. resistivity [Mat94]. resistor [AM94b, DB90b, DBB92, Weh97a]. resolved [KK91c]. Resonance [Wo92, ANS93, BC93a, DLM93a, DLM93b, FGMA93, FM93b, GMPS93, HJZM93, IML93, KGM93, Lou93, MS93c, Nie93, NNM93, RS97b, VB93]. Resonances [ACLS94, Ger90, Hal97]. Resonant [Ger93b, Mel93]. resonating [BS90c, YHHK96]. resonating-valence [BS90c]. resonating-valence-bond [YHHK96]. Response [BL90, Eu94, FMPP99, GKT93, P93, CS90b, DLM93b, Ger93b, KS90, Lin93, RS97b, TK93]. rest [Cor95]. Restricted [Hio90, BK95a, EN93, FJT96, MW90]. Restriction [MRV99]. Restrictions [Mon91b]. Restructuring [ZK98]. result [AZ95, MS92]. Results [BEO98, CK98, Ste99b, BAMA93, BM92a, BSTV94a, BSTV94b, BM95, B99, BSG95, BG93c, BKV93, CM06, CW95, CD90, Cut91a, Cut91b, DDJ95, For90a, FJM92, F96, FT90c, GS90c, Gat96, HKV91, HS95a, J94, Ken93, KP95, L96a, MM96, MF91, OBB95, Piz97, Pri92, Sin91, SC96, SH91, Tor91]. retardations [G696]. Retrieval [BSV94, BSV94, BK94a, GSK90]. Return [Hay99, CH92, Sin94c, WK90]. reversibility [LV93, SH95]. Reversible [Cro98, RS91a, SZ91, CH94, Don95, Han95, Hor93, KH94, OS95, RB94, RRT97, TG95]. Review [An90a, An99a, An991, An99g, An99i, An99f, An99b, An99j, An99k, An99l, BSB97, BM99, Bry98, Dom97, Git98, Opp98a, Opp98b, Opp98c, Pod98b, Pod98a, Ram93, Rap98, Sac98, Sre98, Wid98, Ad93a, Ad93b, AWF91, Ben92b, Ben93, Ber90a, Ber90b, Dom92, Dor93, Eng91, Eu94, Fam92, GM92, Gan91, Git90b, Git91b, Git92a, Git92b, Git93d, Git93d, Git93d, Git93a, Git93b, L92a, Mas92, Muk91, Nos93, O91, Opp91, Rap92b, Ros93, Shl90, Shl91, Spo92, Wei91a, Wei91b, Wei93a, Wei93b, Wes91, dB92, vEdH91, vdBV93].
Reviews [Ano99m, AW90a, Nos90]. revised [CC91a]. revisited [AYP95, CHK93, CLT90a, Jan95, SS97b, VGC92, Zha91, dSM92, vWL95].


Rigorous [BG92, BG93c, GS90c, KD90, MP94, NS95, PPS95, SBZ98, BK90, BP91a, dAB91b, FdI92b, Ken93, Mad95, Mür90, Pes93]. Ring [AHR99, BvV95, CGK94, GM97a, LhBBS97, Sch93c]. ring-bounded [LhBBS97]. Rings [ADE98, Mar93a].

Ripening [LD98, AF99, NP99b].

River [CGM+98]. RNA [Fer98].

Robertson [BP94a]. Rod [SER99, Zha91].

rodlike [BS91a, Pow91]. rods [GM97a, KR92, Mur94].

Role [RLK98, TNN99, CPPG91, Ger90, GGM91, Mii95]. roll [BWK91]. root [VdSFC97]. roots [MBF8996]. Rosenau [Sle98]. rotated [Fuj96, LP90b].


rotor [Rei93]. Rough [BDK90, Blu94, MM90b]. roughening [ANHKV93, HMP96, PANG+95]. round [BPO96].

row-row [Fuj90b]. Rowlinson [BHW99].

Ruch [BQR90b]. Ruelle [Reb98].

Ruggedness [AMF98].

Ruijsenaars [FV97]. Rule [BPC98, EN92a, Gac90, Gal90].

Rules [Jur95, Nas91]. Run [Mar94a, GMCP96].

Runge [MGMQ90]. Running [Wie97, RW96b].

S [Opp98b, Rap98]. Sailor [BGL99].

Salesman [PM99]. Salsburg [GS90b]. same [dST91]. Sample [SS92a, AZ96, SS94b]. Sample-to-sample [SS92a].

samples [PER95c]. sampling [BP95a, FLB91]. sand [BP96, GPSS93, Man90]. Sander [Mar92a]. sandpile [CF91, Pri94, Rus93, Spe93].


scalar-field [NR90]. Scalars [Con98b]. Scale [Ano90n, BPH94b, EP92, ES93, FIS96, Fil94, ILF90, KB97a, Lan94, Man90, Mar90b, MM93, OYSK91, Ros93, Zha92].

scales [Ber94b, PO93, Per95b, RR97a, SP91].

Scaling [ANHKV93, ANV94, BE94, BLFP98, BV96, CC97, Con98b, DJB98, DLB+98, GB92, Ge91, GLR98, KPS98, LW98b, LK91, MS97, MS94, PSL98, PS97b, PM99, PANG+95, RK93, SS97c, Aib92, Bax96, BBF94, BL94, BK90, BKMS91, B192, BOP94, BT90d, BT90c, CN90, CR94, CMM93, DOPT93, DR91, FOS94, FMOU90, G93a, KK94a, KP91a, KM96, KPW95, KPSW95, KP94b, LS91a, LF90, MS96a, Mar92a, MZ90, MG92, Mor92b, PR90, Rap92b, RW92, SA91, SM90, Tan92, TE95, dSVC90, Wan96b, Wei91a, dOdOC995, Bry98].

Scalings [QO95]. Scars [OdAdA96, TY96]. Scatterers [Fel98, BGD97, GPS90, RSL90, SS94c]. Scattering [BE99, Nos93, Sac98, BV94, Gas92, LhBBS97, NMC+91, RVW96, STA95, SHG91]. scenery [dHNS92]. Scheme [CJB99, vdSE99, Fer94]. Schemes
[CCM99, Com90, DIK98, OD96, SBZ98, TKG93, ZPK97, dIL97]. **Spectrum**

[Por98, Wei99, Zhi98, BMA93, BKL97a, BCFM95, BJL92, Cho97, DMP97, Fig93, FK94c, FK94b, GK96, GKC94, Hon96, IMS92, Joy94, Pes93, Pok93a, Por90, Sim94a, Sim94b, Sta92]. **Speed** [Kei98, WX97, CR97]. **speeds**: [MS96b]. **sphere**: [BT90b, BPH94b, BHP94, CFP91, FJM92, FJ96, GG94b, HSW97, HT90b, PTZG91, Phi91, RV91, dMBD91]. **Spheres**: [BZ99, BDS97, GMO91, GGM91, LSP91, MC93, RST91, SS94a, SS94b, Sch95a, Ste91, SL93b].

**Spherical**: [CT98b, All95, Ber94a, BR91, BB95b, BHP96, BT90c, BD93, CT96a, Dan93, DGG97, DDG96, HS97, Pat93, Pat94, Phi91, Rut92, SMD92, VBF97].

**Spherically**: [BW98b, Fel98]. **spike**: [BZ90].

**Spin**: [AC98, Bak98, BP98, Che98, IS99, Ked93, KE97, LPY98, Maz98, M KK97, RdO94, ST99, SZ99, VHR98, ZP99, BM92a, Ben91, BMO95, BL93, BCF97, Bry96, CCC+90, C SST90, CHK93, CM95, CCG90, CMPS97, D DJ+95, Dou92, FT90a, FT91, FR95, FdH94, GI92, GS93c, GZ97, Han96, HS91, HS92b, HP91, HS97, JR94, JM96, KG95, Kaw96, Ken90, Kii92, Kna93, KM96, Koz97, LZ91, LM97, MZ96, Mon91b, MGJ92, NS96, OL97, Par93, FY95, PBP97, PS92b, PS93a, Pok93a, Pra94, RS92a, RS91b, Sas92, SSP95, Sch94c, Shi93b, SDJ+96, Str95, TF92, TF93b, Wan96a, Zeg90, Zeg94, ZP93, dOdOdSB95, vE90, vE96].

**Spin-**: [KE97, M KK97, GS93c, PBP97, Pok93a, dOdOdSB95]. **spin-echo** [Sch94c]. **spin-echo** [Sch94c]. **spin-flip** [Han96, Str95]. **Spin-glass**: [DDJ96, Str95, TF92, TF93b, Wan96a, Zeg90, Zeg94, ZP93, dOdOdSB95, vE90, vE96].

**Spins**: [KS99, SP99, VdSFC97, Vuj99, ZP99, ABHP90, BG90b, EG90, HS90b, JKF91a, JKF91b, KIKK97, Ken97, MD97, Sal95, WC95, dO92].

**Square**: [FS99, SS98, VdSFC97, Vuj99, ZP99, ABHP90, BG90b, EG90, HS90b, JKF91a, JKF91b, KIKK97, Ken97, MD97, Sal95, WC95, dO92].

**Square-Lattice**: [SS98, Sal95]. **squares**: [KP91a]. **SRB**: [DKF96, Ja99, Wei92].

**Stability**: [AC98, ADE98, BBW98, BP91a, BK92c, CCO99, IdRB98, LSS97, Lu99, PS98, PRW99, SM91, Tas96, BG93a, BSG95, BNS92, BMS97, CC92, DN94b, Fer96, GW90, Hio90, MLL90, MG95, Pod97, SHW94, dO95, DFF96].

**stability-instability**: [Hio90]. **Stabilization**: [MGA95]. **stabilized**: [BBC+94a, LBVY92]. **Stable**: [Ber98, Mie97, JW97, JW93]. **Stacking**: [PO95, STAJ95, FT90a, FT91]. **stadium**: [OdAda96]. **Staggered**: [BEK91, Das95]. **staircase**: [AFBN97]. **standard**: [KLMR90]. **Star**: [BB93, HH95b, OB91a]. **Star-triangle**: [BB93, HH95b]. **Stat**: [Ano01]. **State**: [AC98, AE99, CJK98, DJB98, EK99, FG99, Koj97, PZ99, SS97c, SS98, BM96b, Ben92a, BRZ95, BS90c, BMP90, BVZ93, dAB91a, CW96, CdOW95, CSB97, DKMM94, DLM+90, ELM+90, For94, FMOU90, Gay92, GW93b]
GH94, Gro95, HH90, KM93, Ked93, Kli91, Koh91b, KSZ97, KLMR90, LMR93, LS97, Mar97, MK94, NS96, OBB95, PBP97, Pok93b, Pok93a, Ray94, SS97b, Tan92, TP92, Uen95, YHHK96, dABMR90. **States** [AKMR98, AHR98, AHR99, DO97, GR98, GMR99, KE97, Klio98, Mie97, MKK97, MGD98, NS99, AK92, AAR92, Bej91, BG93a, Ber92, BRZ96, BCF97, Box90, BGP95b, BMS97, BE92, CG91, CW96, CL97, DFF96, DI93, DDJ+95, ES93, FWN92, Fri94, GC95, GW95, GM88, GM96, GKR94, Gra94, Gra90, GJL92, GMMU97, HRS97, HP97, LMM92, MS91, Mie93, MR96, Mom94, NAC91, OPS93, Par93, PY94, PY95, RHA97, Sch94c, SDJ+96, TG95, TFG93a, Weh97b, dMP92, dMP95, vE90]. **Static** [AKMR98, AHR98, AHR99, DO97, GR98, GMR99, KE97, Klo98, Mie97, MKK97, MGD98, NS99, AK92, AAR92, Bej91, BG93a, Ber92, BRZ96, BCF97, Box90, BGP95b, BMS97, BE92, CG91, CW96, CL97, DFF96, DI93, DDJ+95, ES93, FWN92, Fri94, GC95, GW95, GM88, GM96, GKR94, Gra94, Gra90, GJL92, GMMU97, HRS97, HP97, LMM92, MS91, Mie93, MR96, Mom94, NAC91, OPS93, Par93, PY94, PY95, RHA97, Sch94c, SDJ+96, TG95, TFG93a, Weh97b, dMP92, dMP95, vE90]. **States** [bABD90]. **Stationary** [AK92, AAR92, Bal91, BG93a, Ber92, BRZ96, BCF97, Bov90, BGP95b, BMS97, BE92, CO91, CW96, CL97, DP97, Fri94, GW95, IDBR98, SW91, dMo98, AKV94, DE96, ELM95, GC95, HRS97, Kli91, TG95, TS94]. **Statistical** [Ano91b, Ano91n]. **Statistical** [AEWF91, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano90k, Ano90l, Ano90m, Ano90n, Ano90o, Ano90p, Ano91a, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano91i, Ano91j, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano91n, Ano91o, Ano91p, Ano91q, Ano91r, Ano91s, Ano91t, Ano91u, Ano91v, Ano91w, Ano91x, Ano91y, Ano91z, Ano92b, Ano94i, Ano97e, ACI91, AL95c, Bal92b, BSTV94b, Ber90a, Ber90b, BMR95, Bri96b, BQ90b, Che92, Che93, CHG94, Edi93, Fer94, Git92b, Git93a, Git97, HH96, Joh90, KY93b, Leb97d, Mac95b, Muk91, O'C93b, OS91, Opp95, Pom93b, Por96, Por97, Rap92b, RR97a, Rue96, Sas95b, SG90, Str97, dMP95, vdBV93, Ano92q, Ano97g, McK99, PG00, Opp98a]. **Statistical-thermodynamic** [Sh90a]. **Statistically** [CK98]. **Statistics** [BGL99, Ber99, BMPZ98, CO91, CGK94, CG93, Dev91b, DS99, GK99, MD97, Zie91, APT94, BNN97, BK91, BMM96, BL94, BP96, EK96, GMCP96, Gil90, Kho91a, KC91b, Lie93, MS93a, Mar94a, Mar90b, OPdl95a, OPdl95b, PS97a, YL96]. **Steady** [AHR98, AE99, BCCP98, CS97, EK99, OMM93,
Tan92, Fer96, Fig92a, GW94a, IS96, Ray94. Steady-State [AE99, Tan92].
Stem [MS93c]. Step [Gui99, Koh91b, MS95a, Pat96, Tan92]. Sticks [GIT91a].
Sticky [Ste91, YS93]. Stiffness [vE90]. Stimuli [TKG93]. Stirring [Pe95].
Stochastic [ANS93, BF99, BEM99, Bob93, BvENV99, BvEN99, BS99, DIK98, DLM*93b, FM93b, GMPS93, JL98, JSO99, KS97b, LS99, Lon93, NNM93, PM99, Sha90b, TDSR95, Tat98, Wei93b, Zhi98, dMdO98, BZW92, Bel93b, BSG95, BC95, BAP93, Bin92, Bre91, BB92b, CDPP90, CSRF93, CGMS96, CG95, DB93, Dim90, DLM*93a, FIS96, FGMA93, Gar91, HJZM93, IM96, JW97, JLS96, KGM*93, KP92, KM97, LC95a, MPdIR93, MHL92, Man93, Mar93a, MOS90b, Nic93, Par91, Pla90, Por96, RS92a, RS97b, Sam95, Sch92, Sp93, Sp96, VB93, WK90, ZKB91a, dHNR92a].
Stochastically [BCPV97]. Stochasticity [ACM95]. Stokes [BEM99, BP93b, CP97, DE96, EM94, ELM95, HL97b, PS93b]. stop [ABK94].
Storage [BG92, DD91]. Story [Fis94]. Straining [CJ97]. Stratified [AM92].
Stress [JV99, vVBE93]. Stress-stress [vVBE93]. stresses [Hay92].
Stretched [IOT92]. Stretched-exponential [IOT92]. Strict [AG91, CC92].
Strictly [Hay96]. String [Raa98, Pen95a]. Strip [Mac97]. Stripes [Rot93].
Strong [Ano01, BCO99, BO91b, Zeg94, DC94, KP92, LP90a, OS96b, Pet93, Pok93b, Ste97, Weh97c]. strong-coupling [Ste97]. Strongly [LC99, NOZ99, BC92, Hen94, RC97, SB97a, YHJK96]. Structural [CB94, IdRB98, All95, MG92]. Structure [BFPR99, BNO98, CS90a, CT98b, DGLS98, Fer98, Fin92, Jag91, MGD98, Pri94, BRZ96, BL91b, CLT90a, CLT90b, DM90, FK94c, Fil94, Ho96, KS93a, Lie93, LPR91a, LPR91b, MVZ97, NS96, OTT92, Par93, PS92b, PS93a, dHNR94]. structured [Sch92].
Structures [Sre98, BM96a, BLL90, EP92, Fig93, Fig94, JSC91, JM90, Mc97, REK91, SS94a, Ano99d]. studied [STA95]. Studies [ST99, ALL96, ED96, KPWH95, KPSW95, NMC*91, SHG91]. Study [FS99, JSO99, JL96, RGVV93, SACC98, TF99, BG93b, BB92b, CO97, Eva92, GAA*93, GMM90, GPP92, HMP96, Heu93, HA97, Koh90, KS93c, KKB92, KKB93, KKB94b, LMM92, LC95b, LC97, MvR97, MDA90, MHB90, MOR94, MK92, MG92, OPdIR95b, Pol90a, PS91c, RR90, TrROW96].
Subcritical [Don95, RHH91, VB93]. Subdiffusive [KD98]. subdynamics [CE94]. Subgraph [dME90]. subject [GW93a]. subjected [NAC91].
subordinated [MJ90]. subsists [CH94]. subspaces [KM97, dIL97].
substitution [ZXZ94]. substitutional [CS90a]. substitutive [Pey91].
substrate [CK91]. Substrates [BDK99]. Subsystem [BO99b]. Subtleties [tL96].
Suggest [MS98a]. sum [Mic93]. summable [OR91]. sums [Joy90, LS91b, SL97b]. Super [PS97b]. Super-Instantons [PS97b].
superconducting [MR94a, vL97]. superconductivity [Git97].
Superconductor [GMR98]. Superconductors [GMR99]. superconformal
[BM96]. Superdegenerate [TF90]. Superdiffusion [AM92].
Superexponential [MG95, Too95]. Superfluid [Leg98, Cho92, Mc95].
superlattices [Mik95]. superparamagnets [RS97b]. Superpositions
[RS96, Sto97b]. Superstability [Reb98]. Superstable [BB99, KY93b].
Superstates [Küli98], superstrong [Dow91b], superstructure [SBH92], supersymmetry [Zin93, Zin94]. Supplementation [SF91]. support
[vWH97], supposed [GK91], sure [DN94b, Häg96, PV95]. Surface
[ABCP96, BBW98, BK95b, For92, JT98, KLMR90, Kun94, MOT90, MS95a, PB94, SSLJ97, Wei99, YMMHJ93, ZK98, AS91a, AN91a, ANV94, Ahb92, AS95, BF95, BG90a, BT90a, CM96, CM95, CLHS91, CPW97, Fan96, FST96, FT90a, FT91, HR92b, KM91a, MMS92, OB91a, OP93, PS97c, TC94].
Surface-directed [PB94]. Surface-driven [YMMHJ93]. Surface-induced [BK95b]. surface-reconstructed [HR92b]. Surfaces [DDG97, Pet99, SD99, Vuj99, FST96, GS90c, HS90b, MM90b, MS91, MS92, Pod95b, vR97a]. surfactant [SPR91]. Surrogate [FRHP95]. Survey
[Gut96, Gil90, Git92a, Opp96b]. Survival
[ABP96, Mil92, AC95, Jan94, KK91a, NB90, Red94]. Susceptibility
[DG90, JW93, Jur95]. Suspension
[PTZG91]. suspensions
[CdS91a, CdS91b, KFK91, Pow91, SHG91, VdSFC97, Wi91, vdB91]. Sutherland [Cho97]. Swendsen
[GJ99, HDS98, MOS91a, MOS91b, RT90, SS96a, SS97b]. swept [MS93b].
Swindle [MS92]. Symmetric [BJS99, BW98b, Fel98, Kei98, Nag98, DLM99, Han95, Kie92, KS93c, LMR93, MS96a, PST94, Yam96]. symmetrical [RBB95]. Symmetries
[Rad99, AL95c, CPPG91, Hio90, PPNM97]. Symmetry
[BvEN99, GJLL99, GKC94, KT94, LS99, Sre98, Wat99, AM94a, BM95, DS92, EFGM95, Koh90, LP91, MW94, Mom96, MG92, OD96, SL95]. Symmetry-Breaking
[BvEN99, LP91, MG92]. Symplectic
[Wid99, BG94, Wei95]. Symposium [An95i, An96k, An93n]. Synaptic
[MTG99]. synchronization [BNS92, BVR93, SL93a]. synchrony [TKG93]. Synergetics [Wes91], synthesis [Bry97]. System
[AHR99, BR99, Bon99, IdRB98, Jun98, Kar99, KM98, Leg98, MPdR93, Mon99, dRB99, Alb95, APT94, BC92, BCK97, BK94b, CDPP90, Cho97, Com91a, CM90, Con90, CCG90, DBH91, DN94h, For93, GI92, GIT91a, GW93a, GW93b, GW94c, GMM90, GDJH93, GS95, HR95, IM96, Jag91, Koh92a, KK91b, JK95, MC92a, Mür90, Oer95, PFP91, Pen91a, PN96, RW96, RR97b, SP91, Shi90a, THK91, Tö90, Wan96b, YK91, YP95, YIK95, ZR91]. System-reservoir [MPdR93]. systematic [Dua90, FLB91]. Systematics
[CS90b]. Systems [AKR98, AF99, An99k, An99l, ADE98, ABL97, BKH98, Ban99, BJ99, BT98, Ber99, BO99a, BO99b, BV98, BM99, CG99a, CJB99, CM98, CFL98, Che98, Cro98, EPRB99, ETW98, FMPP99, Gar97, GD99, JT98, Jia99, KTT99, LMP99, lL90, LRY98, MS99, MG98, NK99, PS99b, RS97a, Sos99, Sre98, WT93, AEWF91, AF95a, ABCP96, AS91b, AN93, AE91, BGP95a, Bal91, BG93a, BFSV91, Ben93, BG90a, BJO97, BAP93, BL94, BJL92, BBC94b, BCF97, BT90c, Bry94, CMP95, CM95, CGS95, Che95, CL97, CV93a, CR97, DFF96, DKKP96, DR93, Dow91a, DR91, Ed93, EM94, EJ92, ELS96, For91, FJT96, FSB91, GMPS93, Gas97, GSH90,
Geo95, GLM95, GL97, Git90b, Git90a, Git91c, Git93b, GGD91, GW94d, GKT93, GZ97, GGP92, Han95, HMV90. **systems**
[Hen94, HS92c, HQSS94, HC91, ILF90, JLM93, JMP94, Jan95, JT96, Jer90, JM96, Jur95, Jus92, Ka91, KK92, Ken90, KGM92, Kie92, KB97a, KGM+93, KY93a, Kli91, Koh91b, KT94, Koz96, KPWH95, KPSW95, LMM92, LPT96, LPS94, LO97, LM97, Man93, MSD92, Mar95, Mar97, Mas92, Mer92, MF92, Mon96, Mon91a, Mon91b, Mon92, Mon94, MV97, Muk91, MP93, NLT93, OR91, OPdIR95a, OPdIR95b, OP90, OPS93, OB91b, PY94, PY95, PBP97, Per91, PSZ93, PWG97, Pol90b, Pol91a, PNT91, Pra94, Rap92b, RB94, Rom90, RS92b, RM97, RBF93, SHW94, Sel97, Shi92, Shl90, SPR91, Ste91, Too94a, Too95, TP92, Vol94, VR97b, Wan96a, Wei97b, Wei92, WHF92, Wol92, YRHM92, Zeg90, Zeg94, Zim93, Zim94, dLPP90, dO95, dB91, vB91, vD90].


**Teller** [BC98a, BCS93, BLD94, PV97, SS96a]. Temperature [CCM99, CMP97, Cer97, CQ90, FKST99, SS98, SZ98, VHR98, BM96a, BMC94, BZ97, dAB91b, BFB94, BC90b, Cam91, CMP95, CT96a, CSS95, Con90, Con96, DFF96, DHP96, ED92b, ES93, FVY92, HK96, JR94, Ken90, Kra94, LM94a, LM96, LP90a, MK91, Mar92b, MOS90b, MOS91b, Mar92d, MOR94, MO96b, MNO97, MG92, NR90, Par91, Pei95, Sal95, Shi93a, WT92, vEFK95].

**temperature-driven** [MG92]. Temperatures [Bov98a, Zhi98, ZP99, vEMZ98, BZ95, Ken97, MZ96, Nev95, SO91, vE96].

**Temporal** [Wal91, SR93]. tension [AS91a, ABCP96, CM95, For92, Fuj90a, Fuj90b, Fuj91, Fuj92, JS95, MMSR92, MOT90, MS95a, Mor92b, OB96].

tensions [KLM90]. tensor [BHP97]. tent [OD96]. Term [BB98, NMHS99, Nic93, WRJ95, ZZY94]. terms [MHB90, Uen95].

tesselation [KKBS92, KKBS93]. Test [Mü99, BB91, Cla91a, HL97a, LS90a].

testbench [AF95b]. Testing [TE95]. Tests [FR90, BZW92, PR90]. Their [CG99a, JG98, B¨o95, Jag91, Pen97, PPW94, Rom90]. Theorem [Ma99, Mon04, BFG93, BCvB92, Che95, Gal96, GMTB97, RRGT97, SS97a, YT90, vdH98]. Theorems [AE99, CG99b, Bl94, Che90, Opp94a, Opp94b, Ser96]. **Theoretic** [FR99, SEW98, Kna93, KT91, SF91]. Theoretical [Dow91b, Rue99, Tor91, ZM93, Ano99i]. theories [Bha90, Bre91, FdI92a, Lev96]. Theory [Ano92a, AGL91, BR99, BJ99, BDM90, BE99, BB97, CT98a, CCMS99, CV93a, CDMV98, FP98, IRB+99, tL90, LC91, NP99b, PS99a, Ram95, RB90, SBB98, SPR91, Slm93, Vel98, Wid98, BLS94, BM96b, BG90a, BS91a, BB97, dAB91b, BFB94, BC90b, Cam91, CMP95, CT96a, CSS95, Con90, Con96, DFF96, DHP96, ED92b, ES93, FVY92, HK96, JR94, Ken90, Kra94, LM94a, LM96, LP90a, MK91, Mar92b, MOS90b, MOS91b, Mar92d, MOR94, MO96b, MNO97, MG92, NR90, Par91, Pei95, Sal95, Shi93a, WT92, vEFK95].
BCvB92, BK90, Bry96, Buuo90, Cer97, CWP97, DF93, Dor93, Ers92, Eu94, FZ97, FST96, FGMA93, For90b, GGM91, Git92a, Git93a, Git97, Gra90, HS91, HS92b, HS97W, JR91a, JD93, KK92, KP95, KW93, KNV93, KLMR90, LP90a, Lia91, Lin93, Lit92, LM92, MS96a, Maj93, Mar93b, MS91, MY94, MR94b, O’C93b, Oka90, OPdllR95a, Opp91, OSE93, PR94a, Pen97, PPR93, RST91, RS91a, RW96b, RM97, Row97, San95, SK90, Sch96b, Sni91, SO92a, SO92b, SZ91, Tóó90, TP92, Zha92, dMPS95, vEFS93, vWL95.

There [BMHH97, BK96b, Cer90, Rue90]. Thermal [BEM99, ED92a, RC96, Sch93b, ZK98, LS97, MGA95, MGA97, MSZZ90, Per95a].

thermocapillary [BJO97]. Thermodynamic [AvBED97, BGW98, Gay92, PS92c, VB98, BGR94, Don95, Eyi90, GGM91, GPJ92, HJ90, Jus92, Kie90, Lop90, Pen95c, Pok93b, RS96, Shi90a, Spoa92, Koz97]. Thermodynamics [Ano93a, Ano99d, Bry94, Ked93, MKP91, NDF92, BG93c, BG93d, Dor93, Eu94, Mii95, Opp94a, Opp94b, Opp96a, Opp96b, Pen94b, Pod95b, Pof97, Rut92, Shi92, Spo96, VG93, Ano99j].

Thermomechanical [CCF99]. thermohydrodynamics [CCD + 91].

Threshold [JL98, ACM95, Ben91, Ben92a, BDM90, DB90b, MS94]. Thresholds [KLR94, Rom90]. Tight-Binding [DFF99]. tiling [LPW92, dGN97]. tilings [DMB97, Ho95].

Tilted [PSR98]. Time [BJ98, BRR96, BBM92, CM98, CLV98, FP98, Fer98,
Gar98, Gar97, GPJ92, Hay99, JMM87, JD93, KH94, Man93, MTG99, Mol98, RRT98, AZ95, BBN97, BF94a, BAP93, BJL92, BPH94b, BC90b, BMS97, CLV97, CP97, CLS90, CF97, DR93, ED90a, ED90b, GMCP96, GW94b, Gra94, HW90, Hen97, Joy96, KG90, KMKdC96, KK91c, Kot95, Koz96, Lan94, LK95, LV93, Mar94a, MP94, MM97b, MC92a, Men92, MR96, MC92b, MMHM94, OYSK91, Pa90, Pom93b, Pra94, PBSR97, Pri93, SP91, TDSR95, WH91, ZHCD95, dHNS92, dHNR92b, JLM95, Leb97e, Spo92, Opp98b.

**Time-Dependent** [BJ98, Gar98, GPJ92, JMM87, JD93, BJL92, BC90b, Joy96, KMKdC96, Pal90, PBSR97, JLM95].
**Time-harmonic** [BMS97].
**Time-independent** [ZHCD95].
**Time-periodic** [BRR96].
**Time-resolved** [KK91c].
**Time-reversible** [KH94].
**Time-series** [BBM92].

**Times** [BHS99, BOV98b, TNN99, Bin92, Che97a, Lie93, Oer95, Pen97, Sim94c, Too95, YL96, vK93].

**Toda** [LH92].
**Toeplitz** [B¨ot95, FM91].
** Tone** [TKG93].

**tool** [Paj97].
**Toom** [G´ac90, BKM93].
** Top** [MD97].
** Topics** [Ano99-31, FZ97].

**topography** [KWG96].
** Topological** [BS97, Ber94b, BT93b, Ste99a, Aiz94, BK92b, CK95, Ge91, NP93, Wei92, Wei95, LPR91a].

**Tori** [Sn99, HSK91, MG95].
** Torsional** [Fer98].

**torus** [AC91, Che97a, CP97, Che92, Thor95, PM98, Pin94, STV94].
** Totally** [SK99, BD97, DLS93].
** touch** [ABK94].
** touch-and-stop** [ABK94].
** TP** [GJLL99].
** Trace** [CDMV98, RB94, Pey91, RV96, ZZY94].

**Tracer** [Spo90, PPQ90, Zha92].
** Tracers** [Bre91, KWG96].

**Traffic** [BH98, ER99, Wag98, KW97].
** trails** [OP95].
** trains** [BZ90].
** trajectories** [CC97].

**Trajectory** [Wie97, Wie98a, MS93a, RV96b, dSV90].
** Transfer** [BTT98, LW98a, MD97, PS91c, Bax91, Bax93b, COA95, Dev91b, Fuj90b, Kom93, Koo95, PB90].
** Transfer-matrix** [MD97].
** transform** [HTPH93].

** Transformation** [CK95, BMO95, GM88, CK95, Tab96, GM96].

** Transformational** [MS98a].
** Transformations** [BCO99, CLLL98, AZP97, Din96, GF91, GS93c, Koo93, MO93, ZR91, vEFS93, vE96].
** transforms** [Fal92, OTT92, Ras93].

** Transience** [dHMP99].
** Transient** [AE99, HMV90, SRC93, ZKB91a].

**Transition** [CKK99, JK99, SBZ98, AN91a, AC97a, All95, dAB91a, BB94, BV94, Cao93, CM96, CPP91, CO96a, Cla91a, CCG90, CC91c, Dai90, DM94, EM95, EK96, ED92b, FM97, For90b, FD94, FZ91, Gi93b, GW94c, Gry92, HMP96, HT91, Koo90, Lop90, MHB90, MG92, OS95, OS96a, ON96, Orz96, PS93b, PBS97, Rad93, RV91, Rus94, S97a, Sch95a, ST90, Smi90, TTT94, TSt90, TP92, Yan94, hABD90, vEFK95, ST91].

**transition-state** [TP92].

** Transitions** [AHR98, BC98a, BG97a, BC99a, FG99, GR98, LMP99, Sal99, SSZ99, Who99, AM95, AEG92, AE91, Bag96, BZ95, BBC+95, BK90, BI92, BK95b, Cag90, CCT96, Cho94, Gra95, HMV90, Hio90, HK96, KER93, KY93a, KY93b, KSS97, Mi93, Nic93, NE95, PS94a, PS92c, PR90, RS96, Sch93a, SD93, Shi92, SPR91, Ste95b, Uen95, VZ92, dODeCS95, vEdH91].

** Transitivity** [McK99, McK95].
** translation** [CF97].

**Translational** [AHR99, GMTB95].

** Transmission** [AAH98, GSK90, KP91].

** Transport** [Abd98, BFPR99, BO91a, BF98, BE99, DF98, Hav90, LBT97, NK99, Pet99,
SBB98, ADG96, Buo90, CK91, CdS91a, CdS91b, ED96, GAA97, Ger93a, GGL90, GDHH93, HR95, Ish96, Kar95, KS92, Krá97, Lüt95, MGS94, MR96, Nay93, Pla90, Sza97, vCEBS94, vK91. Transverse [PP95, CR94, HMY96, JK93, Luc93, MM90b, Pok93b]. Trap [DRhA99, GHW91, Red94, Zif91]. Trapping [AK91, AEAA93, KZB91b, APC+92, HC91, Par91, RS91a, Wol92, dB91].

**Traveling** [PM99, OYSK91, Xin93]. traveling-wave [OYSK91]. Treatment [BMSW99, FG99, LDH98, L291].

**Tree** [Ald93, DJM99, Sa99, BM97, Gon94, GUJ94, Häg96, KK94a, MD94, Par93, REK91, dABMR90, dABR91, vdBDP92]. Tree-based [Ald93]. Trees [BGL98, Sch98, FNW92, GRZ90, HS90a, Mad95, MvP97, Mon91a, Mon92, Pen94a, Wu97b]. Trend [Cer96, GTW95]. trends [Sch96b]. Triangle [AH98, BW98a, Sch98, BB93, HH95b, dGN97]. Triangular [BAv94, Bax93b, GM97a, Ken97, KC91a, KvL92, MM97b, Mon94, PS94a, WC95]. trick [FST94]. Tricritical [KP91a, OPB93]. Tridimensional [PPO99]. trimer [PST94]. Tricritical [KP91a, OPB93]. Tridimensional [PPO99].

**Trapping** [AK91, AEA93, ZKB91b, APC+92, HC91, Par91, RS91a, Wol92, dB91].

traps [AK91, BNRW93, Mi92, NB90, Rub91, Tor91, WH91, dHS92].

**Trapping** [AK91, AEA93, ZKB91b, APC+92, HC91, Par91, RS91a, Wol92, dB91].

**Trend** [Cer96, GTW95]. trends [Sch96b]. Triangle [AH98, BW98a, Sch98, BB93, HH95b, dGN97]. Triangular [BAv94, Bax93b, GM97a, Ken97, KC91a, KvL92, MM97b, Mon94, PS94a, WC95]. trick [FST94]. Tricritical [KP91a, OPB93]. Tridimensional [PPO99].

**Twist** [OvR95, BCCF92, CC91b, Dav91, HSK91]. twisted [BKJZ93].

**Two** [AKK99, ABPS91b, As99, BC98a, BP94a, BF96, BBG88, CISS99, CCF99, CL98, CG99b, Don99, Gon94, HLIM93, HP91, JK99, JT98, Jer90, Jos98, Kin99, KS97c, LD98, LM98, MPR98, MSS98b, MK97, Nav98, RC96, SS97c, SZ98, SSL97, Sin91, SZ99, Ste95a, SI99, Tan94, Vuj99, WC98, Zhi98, AM95, ANV94, AC92, AF95a, ACJL92, AM94a, AORZ95, AE93, BCC93, BZ95, BP94b, Be93a, Bel95, Ben91, Ben92a, BR92, BT90a, Bha90, Ble90, Ble91, Ble92, BJL92, BB94, BHJ92, dAB91b, BFB94, BL91a, BL91b, BS91b, Bur91, CO91, CGMS96, CSS95, CG95, CP97, CF97, CT95, CSH97, CFZ94, Con96, DHV92, Dev91a, DBB+92, EFGM95, ES93, Fii92, FKF94, FJLL95, FL95, Fort90a, FM91, FJ92, For92, FJ92, FJ96, Fos93, FG94].

two [GI92, GIT91a, GW94a, GMO91, GPS90, GMMU97, Gry92, HR92b, JR94, JMF94, JS95, JM96, JT97, Jur95, KLT97,KF90, Krá96, KA94, LPPS92, LK95, LS90a, LMS95, MR94a, MC94, MSD92, MM96, Mar90a, MK91, MK91, MOS91b, Mar94c, MS91, MS95b, MSG97, NV93, Nob95, OAB+96, OB91a, ON96, OL97, OP95, PS92b, PS93a, Per91, Pok93a, PPQ90, Pri94, Pri93, PPNM97, RHA97, RL91, Ric97, Rob91, RR97a, SA91, SS97b, SP95a, Sch90a, SDJ96, SP94, TLW91, VWG93, Wan96b, WLC94, YT90, YT91, vK94, HK96].

two- [LMS95, SA91, TLW91]. two-band [GPS90]. two-color [RHA97].

**Two-Component** [CCF99, AF95a, For90a, FJ92, For92, FJ96, MC94].
Two-Dimensional
[Asl99, BC98a, BBG98, CISS99, CL98, JK99, JT98, Kin99, LMN98, MPR98, MSS98b, SS97c, SSLI97, SI99, Vuj99, ABP99, BF96, Gon94, Jer90, RC96, ANV94, AC92, ACJL92, AM94a, AEA93, BCC93, BEN91, BEN92a, BR92, BT90a, Ble92, BB94, BHI92, dAB91b, BFP94, BS91b, Bur91, CO91, CGMS96, CSS95, CP97, CSH97, CFZ94, Con96, DHV92, Dev91a, DBB92, ES93, FJLL95, FLL95, For90a, FM91, FJ92, FJM92, FJ96, Fos93, FG94, GIT91a, GMMU97, GRY92, HR92b, JS95, JM96, KLT97, KF90, KA94, LPSA92, LS90a, MR94a, MC94, MSD92, MM96, Mar90a, MKP90, MK91, MOS91b, Mar94c, MS95b, MSG97, Nob95, OAB96, OB91a, ON96, OL97, PS92b, PS93a, PP90, Pri94, PPNM97, Rob91, RR97a, SS97b, SP95a, Sch90a, SDJ96, Wan96b].
two-dimensional [WLC94, YT90, YT91].
two-layer [LK95].
Two-Level [WC98, BJL92, Per91].
Two-Parametric [AKK99].
Two-Particle [Zhi98, Bel93a, Bel95, BL91a, BL91b, Pri93].
two-phase [AORZ95].
Two-Point [SZ98, SZ99, CT95].
two-sided [MS91].
two-slit [vK94].
two-species [FFK94, RL91, Rie97].
two-spin [GI92].
Two-spin-majority [HP91].
Type [CCMS99, Der97, IRB99, KPS98, LS99, MPR98, SS96a, BCK97, Bob93, BBC95, CDM90, CH94, Kie92, Mar92a, MM93, Shi90b, Uen95, YT91].
types [SA94].

Uhlenbeck [BS98, DMR97, DR98].
Ulam [AC95, CG99a].
Ultimate [Mic98].
Ultrametric [AMF98].
Ultrasmall [Jos98].
Unbounded [AKR98, AKMR98, LPS98, BFG93, GM95, PY95].
uncorrelated [Rei96, SS99].
Uncoupled [KK98].
degradation [TH96].
Undergraduates [Cop98].
Undirected [BHK98].
uniaxial [GD93, Kho91b].
Unicity [BC98a].
unidimensional [CQ90].
Unification [War96a].
unified [FLS96, LPT97].
Uniform [CS91b, Kie92, JMM87, KK91b].
umimodal [GRZ90, IP90, KK94a].
Uniquely [CLL98].
Uniqueness [SIDB98, JM96, PY95, PZ99, TV99, BC90a, FN95, GM95, SS97a].
unison [Kli92].
Unitary [Wid99, MQ91, PS97a].
Universal [DA99, FT90b, FT90c, Ha97, IP90, JM90, vWH97, DR93, LMS95].
Universality [BL94, DS92, FJT96, HR97, P97a, Gra95, KS92, LPPSA92, OR91, dSCT91].
degradation [RW91].
Université [Ano92q].
University [Ano91a, Ano96].
degradation [Bry98, Git98, Opp98b, Pod98b, Rap98, Sac98, Sre98, Ano90c].
umresponsiveness [KS93b].
unstable [BBC94b, PNT91, Sis96].
Unusual [Edi93, LP91].
Update [RSS98].
Updating [LZ98].
Upper [BF94, CMP97, Joy96, KK91a, Mon94, Noo98, Tö91, Bel93a, dAB91b, Con90, HS90a, Kie92, Red94].
type [BS91, Sis92].
Use [Pol90b, Pol91a].
Uses [Oo91].
Using [AAH98, ST97, BS90b, CK95, Dah96, EKLR94, FLS95, HWvB97, Koh91a, MHiA90, OD96, RRG97, Smi94].

V [Pod98a, Sac98].
vacancies [SSV93].
vacuum [MOT90].
valence [BS90c, YHHK96].
valid [RW91].
Validation [CC94b].
Validity


W [Git98]. Waals [Gia91, KP95, MLM93]. Walk [BGL99, CV98, RRT98, DMP99, AZ96, ABPSJ90b, ABPSJ91a, APC92, Bra91, CS91a, DT93, Dout95, EN92a, GB90, HSS93, HSS95, Ken94, NDF92, TVROW96, WMS90, WH91, Wu95, dHNS92, vWH97, Ano99a]. Walker [AH98, BP94a]. Walks [Ali98, BB98, BZ99, CT98a, JW98, Noc98, Sin99, AZ95, AK91, ABPSJ90a, ABPSJ91b, BF96, Bar90, BA93, BL91a, BBOC91, BF91, CPS90, CPS91, CPS92, CPP94, Dout97, GB92, HW97b, Hi90, HA97, KNN93, Kot95, LM91, LS90a, LMS95, MOS90a, MW94, Mi92, O’90, OPB93, PP93, Pen94a, RR93, RB90, Rub91, SA94, SA95, SS93, SV93, Tel90, Tót94, Weh96, dHS92]. Wall
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